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Su1nmary 
The preliminary m a terial in Chapter 1 is included in order that this work be reasonabl:y 
self-contained. 
The main aim of this thesis is to give an exposition of the theory of near vector spaces, 
as introduced by J. Andre [1 J. This is clone in the second chapter. Concepts such as 
an F-group and its quasi-kernel are defined and inves tigated. A near vector space is then 
defined in terms of these notions, aft er which the theory of near vector spaces is developed . 
Three examples are given in Chapter 3. Their quasi-kernels are inves tiga ted and, in each 
case, it is shown that the near vector space under consideration is not a. vector space. 
Finally, in the fourth chapter, certain known results concerning linear transformations 
of finit e-dimensional vector spaces are recalled. These notions are then invest igated for 
certain n ear linear transformatioris of a 2-dimensional near vector space. 
Opsomming 
Die inleidende eerste hoofstuk, in die besonder die afdeling oor afhanklikheidsrelasies, Js 
hoofsaaklik vir verwysingsclocleincles . 
Die hoof cloel van die tesis is om 'n uiteensetting van die teorie van byna-vektonuimtes, 
soos cleur .J. Andre [1] ontwikkel, te gee. Dit word in Hoofstuk 2 gecloen. Begrippe soos 'n 
F-groep en sy kwasi-kern word onclersoek. Byna-vektorruimtes word clan in terrne hi cn ;an 
geclefini eer. Hierna word die t eori e van byna-vck torruimtes aangebiecl . 
In Hoofstuk 3 word clrie voorbeelde van byna-vektorruimtes gegee. Hulle kwasi-kerns word 
ondersoek en daar word, in elke geval, aangetoon dat die bet rokke byna-vektorruimte nic 
'n vektorruimte is nie . 
Sekere bekencle konsepte rakencle lineere transformasi es van eindige vektonuimtes wc~rcl in 
die vierde hoofstuk bespreek . Hiercli e begrippe word cl an onclersoek in die geval ,,. ._w sekcrc 
byna-lineere transfonn asies van 'n 2-dimensionale byna-vektorruimt c. 
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Preface 
The main purpose of this thesis is to give an exposition of the theory of near vector spa.ces , 
as introduced by J. Andre [1]. This is clone in Chapter 2. 
In the third chapter three examples are given of near vector spaces which are not vector 
spaces. 
The thesis concludes with an investigation, in Chapter 4, of certain near linear transfor-
mations of a 2-climensional near vector space. 
In order to make the presentation reasonably self-contained, some preliminary material is 
gathered together in the first chapter. 
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Chapter 1 
Introduction and preliminaries 
1.1 Terrninology 
The terminology used is, except when stated to the contr ary, that used by Meldrum [3]. 
1.2 Notes on vector spaces and generalizations thereof 
A (left) vector space V over a division ring F is a set admitting addition (any two elem ents 
x, y of V possess a sum x + y which is an element of V) and multiplication by scalars (for 
each x in V and for each /\ in F , the product AX is defined and is an elem ent of V) with 
the following properties: 
( 1)x+y =y+ x . 
( 2) X + ( y + Z) = .(X + y) + Z. 
(3) There is a zero element in V, ~enoted by 0, such that for all x in V, 0 + x = x. 
( 4) For each x in V there is an elem ent - x in V such that x + ( - x) = 0. 
(5) ()..Jt)x = A(px). 
(6) ().. + p)x = AX+ p x. 
(7) /\(x + y) =AX+ Ay . 
(8) 1x = x. 
Note 1.2-1. (a) In a vector space V over a division ring F, (V, +) is an Abelian group, 
while F can be regarded as a set of endomorphisms of V (for a E F , the endomorphism 
fa of V is defined by f ax :=ax for each x E V). 
(b) Let V be a vector space over a division ring F. Then , for every a, f3 E F and for ea.ch 
x E V, there is a 1 E F (viz, 1 =a+ (3) such that ax + f3x =/X. 
(c) The sum of any two vectors of V which satisfy (b), also satisfies (b). ' 
The observations in Notes 1.2-1(a), (b), respectively, lead to the concept of an F-group 
(Definition 2.1-1) and of its quasi-kernel (Definition 2.2-1). These notions in t urn lead to 
the definition of a near vector space (Definition 2.4-1 ). The observation in Note 1.2-1( c) 
leads to the definition of a regular near vector space (Definition 2.4-15). 
The concept of a near vector space was introduced and studied by Anch·e [1 J. This theory 
is given in Chapter 2. Among others, are the decomposition theorem (Theorem 2.4-17) 
and the uniqueness theorem (Theorem 2.4-18) which state that there exists a unique direct 
decomposition of a near vector space into maximal regular subspaces. In Chapter 2, it is 
finally shown that a near vector space V which is not generated by a single element is a 
vector space if and only if V equals its quasi-kernel. 
1 
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1.3 Dependence relations 
The result s of thi s sect ion are used in Chapter 2, Section 3. P art of this theory is developed 
in [4],pa.ra.graph 10. 
Let Q be a set and let 2Q be the set of all subsets of Q. A relation between Q and 2Q, 
denoted by v <J NJ, with v E Q and NJ ~ Q, is a dependence relation if the following three 
conditions are satisfied: 
(D 1 ) v E NJ implies that v <J NJ. 
(D 2 ) w <J NJ and v <J N for each v E NJ, implies that w <J N. 
( D 3 ) v <J NI and the falsehood of v <J NJ \ { 7.l} (denoted by v j<J JVJ \ { u}), imply that 
u <J (JVJ \ {u}) U {v }. 
Let <J be a dependence relation on Q . 
Theorem 1.3-1. Let JVJ ~ N ~ Q. If w <J Nf , then w <J N . 
Proof If v E JVJ , then v EN. Hence, by (D 1 ), v <J N. Therefore, by (D 2 ), w <J N. 
Definition 1.3-2. (a) A finite subset E of Q is indep endent if there is no v E E such that 
v<J E\{v}. 
(b ) An infinite subset M of Q is independent if every fini te subset of NJ is independent. 
Theorem 1.3-3. Let N ~ NI ~ Q. IfNI is independent , then N is independent. 
Proof. Let j\;f be a fini te set and suppose that N is not independent. Then there is a v E .N 
such that v <J N \ {v }. But N ~ lvf. Hence v E JVJ and , by Theorem 1.3-1, v <J NI \ {v}. 
This contradicts the independence of NJ. Therefore N is independent. If NJ is an infinite 
set, the result follows from the definition. 
Theorem 1.3-4. Let B ~ Q and x E Q. If B is independent and B U { x} is not 
independent , then x <J B. 
Proof. Since B U { x} is not independent, there exists a finit e subset B' of B U { x} ' 'vhich 
is not independent. Hence there exist s a v E B' such that v <J B' \ { v }. If v = x, t hen 
B' \ {v } ~B . Hence, by Theorem 1.3-1, x <lB . 
Suppose that v # x . Then , since B' = B e U { x } (with B e a. finit e subse t of B ), v E B e. 
Therefore, since B e is independent, v ):lEe\ { v }. Furthermore, B' \ {v } = (B e U { x }) \ { v} =: 
lvf. Also, J\1\ {x } =Be\ {v }. So v<JJVJ and v j:Jl\1\ {x }. Hence, by (D 3 ) , x<J(NI \ {x } ) U {v }. 
But (1\1 \ {x}) U { v } = (B e \ { v }) U { v } =Be. Hence x <J B e. Therefore, by Theorem 1.3-1, 
X <J B. 
D efi nition 1.3-5. Let Nf and N be subsets of Q. Then JVI depends on N (NI is generated 
by N) if, for each v E NJ , there exists a. finit e subset N ' of N such that v <J JV' . 
Note 1.3-6. (a) Le t J\1 a.nd N be subsets of Q. Suppose that JVJ depends on JV. Then , 
by Theorem 1.3-1, v <J N for a.ll v E .M. 
2 
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(b) Let Jvf be a subset of Q and N be a finit e subset of Q . Then j\;f depends on N if and 
only if v <l N for each v E j\1. 
Theorem 1.3-7. Let N an d N ' be subsets of Q . If N is indep endent and contains n 
elem ents, N ' contains m elemen ts, and N depends on N ' , then n :::; m. 
Proof Let S := { s I there exists an independent set N(s) ~ N U JV' such that N(s) contains 
n elements with s of them in JV'}. Then S =/=- 0, since N ~ N U JV ' , N is independent and 
contains n elements of which q, with 0 :::; q :::; n, are in JV'. 
Let T = max S, i.e . T is the largest integer such that there exists an independent set 
N(r) ~ NUN' such that N(r) contains n elements with T of them in N'. Then 0 :::; T :::; n_. 
Suppose that T < n. Then there exists a w E N(r) such that w ~ N' , w E N. Since N(r) 
is independent , w /JN(r·) \ { w}. Moreover, by Note 1.3-6(b ), w <l N ' since N depends on 
N '. Hence, by (D2 ) , there exists avE JV' such that v j<JN(r) \ {w}. Hence, by (Dl) , 
v ~N(r)\{w}. 
Next, let N := (N(r) \ {w}) U {v} .. Then N contains n elements with T + 1 of them in _N'. 
Thus N is not independent. But , by Theorem 1.3-3, N(,·) \ { w} is independent. Hence, by 
Theorem 1.3-4, v <l N(r) \ { w}. This is a contradiction. Therefore n = 1· :::; m. 
Definition 1.3-8. A subset B of Q is a base of Q if 
(a) B is independent , and 
(b) Q depends on B. 
Theorern 1.3- 9 . If L is an indep endent su bset of Q, then there is a base B of Q with 
L ~B. 
Proof Let E be the set of all independent subsets of Q and let C := { L} . Then , by Zorn 's 
Lemma, there is a maximal chain Min Q with C ~ M ~ E. 
Let B := U{ Jvf I !VI EM}. Then L ~ B ~ Q. Let B e be a finit e subset of B . Then 
B e is contained in a finit e union of sets of M . Since M is a chain Be ~ lVI e, where J\1e 
is the largest of these sets . Hence, by Theorem 1.3-3 , B e is independent . Therefore B is 
independent. 
Suppose that Q does not depend on B. Then there exists an x E Q such that x /JBe for 
each finit e subset B e of B . It follows from Theorem 1.3-4 that B e U { x } is indep endent . 
Furthermore, by (DI), x ~ B- otherwise x <l {x}, and {x} is a finit e subset of B. 
Next , let M' be the family of all sets of M together with B U { x}. Then M' is a chain in 
Q (for each ME M , lVI ~ B U {x}) and C ~ M ~ M' ~E. But M =/=- M' , forB U {x} ~ 
M since x ~B. This contradict s t he maximality of M. Hence Q depends on B . Therefore 
B is a base of Q . 
Theorem 1.3- 10. Let B be a base of Q with n elem ents. Th en any other base D of Q 
also has n elem ents. 
Proof First, we 'vill show that Dis finit e. Let B = {x 1 ,x 2 , ... ,xn }· Then , since Q 
depends on D , there exist finit e subsets Di of D such tha t Xi <l Di for i = 1, 2, ... , n. 
3 
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Let E := U{Di I i = 1, 2, . . . ,n }. Then E ~D . To show that E = D , we assume that it 
is not so and then we deduce a contradiction from this assumpt ion . Suppose that there 
is a. y E D , withy ~ E . Since Q depends on B , y <l B (see Note 1.3-6(a)). But , by 
Theorem 1.3-1, Xi<l E for i = 1, 2, ... ,n . Therefore, by (D2), y<JE. Moreover, since y ~ E , 
(E U {y} ) \ {y} =E. Hence y <l (E U {y}) \ {y }. Therefore the fini te subset E U {y} of Dis 
not independent. This contradicts the independence of D . Hence D = E , which contains 
a finit e number of elements. 
Suppose that D contains m elements. It must be shown that m . n. Let x E B ~ Q. 
Then x <l D. Therefore, by Note 1.3-6(b), B depends on D. Hence, by Theorem 1.3-7, 
n s; m. Similarly, D depends on B . Hence m s; n. Therefore m = n. 
Theorem 1.3-11. L et B and D be bases of Q. Then B and D have the sam e cardinal 
number. 
Proof The case of finite bases is dealt with in Theorem 1.3-10. Hence, let B and D 
be infinite bases with cardinal numbers n and m respectively. Let B := {x 0 I o E A}. 
Then , since Q depends on D, there is , for each o E A, a finite subset D o of D such 
that x 0 <l D o . Let E := U{Do I o E A}. Then E ~. D. Vve will now show that 
E = D . Suppose that there exists a y E D , with y ~ E . Then , since Q depends on 
B , there is a finit e subset B e of B such that y <l B e. But B e = {xo , , X 02 , ... , X 0 q }, with 
{ol , 02, ... , oq} ~A . Let Eq := U{Do; I i = 1, 2, .. . , q}. Then , by Theorem 1.3-1 , Xo ; <lEg 
fori= 1, 2, ... , q. Hence, by (D2), y <l Eq· Moreover, since y ~ Eq , (Eg U {y}) \ {y} = Eq . 
Hence y <l (Eq U {y}) \ {y}. Therefore the finite subset Eq U {y} of Dis not independent. 
This contradicts the independence of D. 
Since D = U{Do : o E A}, m s; ~on, with ~o the cardii1al number of the set of natural 
numbers. Furthermore, since n is infinite, ~on = n. Therefore m s; n . Similarly, n s; m. 
Therefore rn = n. 
Note 1.3-12. As a consequence of Theorems 1.3-9 and 1.3-11 we define the dim ension of 
Q as the cardinal number of a base of Q. The dimension of Q is denoted by dirr1-Q. 
4 
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Chapter 2 
Theory of near vector spaces 
2.1 F-groups 
Definition 2.1-1. An F-group is a structure (V, F) which satisfies the following concli-
tions: 
(F1 ) (V, +) is a group and F is a set of endomorphisms of V . 
(F2 ) The endomorphisms 0, 1 and -1 , defined by Ox= 0, 1x = x and ( -1)x = - x for each 
x E V , are elements of F. 
(F3 ) F* := F \ {0} is a subgroup of the group of automorphisms of (V, + ). 
(F4 ) If ax = j3x with x E V and a, j3 E F, then a = j3 or x = 0. 
Note 2.1-2. (a) If V =1- {0}, then there is a v E V , with v =1- 0. Hence Ov = 0 =1- 1v. 
Consequently 0 =f- 1. 
(b) ( V, +) is abelian, since, by ( F 2 ), 
x + y = ( -1 )( - x) + ( -1)( - y) = ( -1 )( - x - y) = ( -1 )( - (y + x)) = y + x. 
(c) A vector space is an F-group. Other examples a re given in Chapter 3. 
(d) If a E F, then aO = 0 and a( -x) =-ax since a is an endomorphism of V. 
2.2 Quasi-kernels 
Definition 2.2-1. Let (V, F) be an F-group. The quasi-kernel Q(V) (or just Q if there is 
no danger of confusion) of (V, F) is the set of all u E V such that, for each pair a, j3 E F , 
there exists a 1 E F for which 
au + j3u = IU. 
Lemma 2.2-2. The quasi-kernel Q ha.s the following properties: 
(a)OEQ. 
(b) For u E Q \ { 0} , 1 in (1) is uniquely determined by a and j3 . 
(c) Ifu E Q and,\ E F, then A.u E Q, i. e. Fu ~ Q. 
(d) If u E Q and Ai E F, i = 1, . .. , n, then L~1 Aiu = ryu E Q for some 17 E F. 
(e) If u E Q and a, j3 E F, then there exists a. 1 E F such tha.t au - j3u =Ill. 
Proof (a) aO + /30 = 0 = 10 
(b) Let att + j3u = ~fll = 1 'tt , with u =f- 0. Then , by (.F,t), 1 = r'· 
(1) 
(c) If A.= 0, then Ou = 0 E Q when 1t E Q. If A.=/:- 0, then, by (F3 ) and (1) , (aA.)u+(/3 /\)tt = 
/'l.l = A( A - 1 A.u , so a(A.tt) + /3(/\'l.l) =(!A. - 1 )(Att), which implies that /\'l.l E Q. 
(d) vVe shall use induction on n. Let 
n 
S := { n EN I L A.iu E Pu ifu E Q and Ai E F , i = 1, ... , n}. 
i=1 
5 
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""'k . Then , by (c), 1 E 5. No·w suppose that k E 5, i.e . 17u := L-i=l A-iU E Q rf ·u E Q. Then 
k+l k 
a(l= Aiu) = a(L Aiu + Ak+l u) 
i=l ·i=l 




for appropriate p, and 1 in F . Hence k + 1 E 5 , and consequently 5 = N. 
(e) Let u E Q and a,(3 E F. Then (3( -1) = - (3 E F, since - {3u = (3(-u) = (3( -1 )u (see 
Note 2.1-2(d) and (F2 )). Therefore, by (1) , there is a 1 E F such that au+ ( - {3)tt = ~ru, 
which implies that au- {3u = 1u. 
Definition 2.2-3. (V, F) is said to be a linear F-group if V = {0} or Q(V) =J {0}. 
vVe shall, in what follows , associate a near field with each u E Q(V) \ {0} in a linear 
F-group. 
Recall that a near field is an algebraic structure with two operations + and . , which satisfy 
every a."Xiom of a division ring except the right distributive law: (a+ (3)! = a1 + (3~(. 
In the place of that distributive law, it turns out that the near field N is zero-symmetric, 
i.e. 01 = 0 for each 1 E N(see [5],p. 249). 
Definition 2.2-4. Let (V, F) be a linear F-group , and let u E Q(V) \ {0}. Define the 
operation + on F by 
u 
(a + (3)u := au + {3tt 
u 
(a,(3 E F). (2) 
Note 2.2-5. (a) On account of Lemma 2.2-2, a + (3 is uniquely de termined by a and (3 
u 
in F. 
(b) Since V is abelian, the set of all endomorphisms of V is a ring if we define addition in 
the following way: 
(a+ (3)x :=ax+ {3x. 
In general , a + (3, for a and (3 in F, does not belong to F. It therefore differs from the 
sum defined in Defini t ion 2.2-4. 
Theorem 2.2-6. Let (V, F) be a linear F -group and let u =f 0 be an elem ent of the 
quasi-kernel Q(V). Th en (F, + , .) with addition + as defin ed in Definition 2.2-4, is a 
u u 
near fi eld. 
Proof First , we shall show that ( F, + ) is an abelian group. 
u 
6 
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(i) 
[(o + (3) + 1Ju = (o + (3)u + 1u 
u u u 
=(ou+f3u)+lu 
=au+ ((3u + Itt) 
=ou+( f3 + 1)u 
u 
= [o + ((3 + l)]u. 
u u 
Hence, by (F4 ), (o + (3) + 1 = o + ((3 + 1). Therefore (F, +)is associative. 
u u u u u 
(ii) By (F2 ), 0 : V---+ V, defined by Ov = 0 for each v E V, is an element of F. But 
(f + O)u = fu + Ou = fu + 0 = fu. 
u 
Hence, by (F4 ), f + 0 =f. Similarly 0 + f =f. Therefore 0 : V---+ V is the zero element 
u u 
of (F, + ). 
u 
(iii) Define, for f E F, - f: V---+ V by (- J)v = f( -v) for each v E V. Then 
(- f + f)u = (- f)u + fu = f( -u) + fu = f( -u + u) = fO = 0 = Ou. 
u 
Hence, by (F4 ), -f + f = 0. Similarly f + - f = 0. Therefore , for each f E F , the 
u u 
additive inverse, - f, exists and is an element of (F, + ). 
u 
(iv) (F, + ) is abelian: 
u 
((3 + /)U = (3u + I'U 
u 
Hence, by (F4) , (3 + 1 =I + (3. 
u u 
Secondly, by (F3), (F*, .) is a group. 
= IU + (3u 
= (J + (3)u. 
u 
Finally, we shall show that the left distributive law holds: 
o((3 + 1)u = o(f3u + 1u) 
u 
Hence, by (F4 ), o((3 + 1) = o(3 + 01. 
u u 
= o((3u) + o(Ju) 
= (of3)u + (o1)u 
= (o f3 + o1)u. 
u 
Corollary 2.2-7. If(V, F ) is a.lineaJ· F-group with V-/::- {0}, then F * is the multiplicative 
group of a near fi eld. 
Theorem 2.2-8. If u E Q(V) \ {0} and,\ E F \ {0} , then the near fi elds (F, + , .) and 
u (F, + , .) are isomorphic. 
>. u 
7 
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Proof Define f: (F , + ) ---> (F , + ) by 
AU u 
and 
f(O) = 0. 
First , f is well defined. Let a= (3 . Then f(a) = A- 1 aA = A- 1 (3/\ = f (f3). 
Next, f is bijective. Let f (a) = f(f3). Then ,\- 1 a-\ = ,\-1 (3 ,\ which implies that 
Hence f is injective. Furthermore, let f3 E (F, + ). Then ,\(3/\ -l = a E F. Hence 
u 
f3 = ,\- 1a-\. Therefore there exists an a E (F, + ) such that f (a) = ,\-1a-\ = (3 . Hence AU f is surjective. 
Finally, f respects the operations. 
[f(a + f3)]u=-\- 1(a + (3)( -\tt) 
. AU AU 
= ,\- 1(a(-\u) + (3( -\tt)) 
= ,\ - 1a-\u + ,\ -l {3 -\tt 
= (-\ - 1a,\ + ,\ -l (3 -\]u 
u 
= [f(a) + f( f3) ]u. 
u 
(3) 
Hence, by (F4), f(a + (3) = f(a) + f(f3). Therefore (F, + ) ~ (F, + ). Consequently 
AU u AU u ( F, ·, + ) ~ ( F, ·, + ) . 
AU u 
Note 2.2-9. From (3) we have f(a + (3) = f(a) + f( f3) . Hence 
AU u 
This implies that 
Therefore 
(4) 
Definition 2.2-10. Let (V, F) be a linear F-group vvith u E Q (V) \ {0}. Define the kernel 
R u(V) = R u of (V, F ) by the set 
Ru := {v E VI (a + f3)v = av + f3v for every a, f3 E F} . 
u 
Note 2.2-11. (a) tt E Ru : Indeed, 'l.l E V and (a+ {3)tt = att + {3tt. 
u 
8 
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(b) Ru <;:;; Q: Let v E R u, then for every a,/3 E F there exists a 1 := a + f3 such that 
lL 
av + f3v = 1v . 
(c) 0 E R u : (a + /3) 0 = 0 = a O + /3 0 . 
lL 
(d) (Ru,+) is a su bgroup of (V, + ): Let v,w E R u. Then 
Hence v - w E R u. 
(a + f3)(v - w) = (a+ f3)v + (a+ ;3)( - w) 
lL u lL 
= (a + f3)v - (a + f3)w 
u u 
= av + f3v - (aw + f3w) 
= a v - a w + f3v - f3w 
= a(v- w ) + f3 (v - w). 
Theorem. 2.2-12 . Q 2 FRu := {Av JA E F ,v E R u }· 
Proof Let A v E F Ru. Then A E F and v E R u. Hence A E F and v E Q. Therefore, by 
Lemma 2.2-2(c), Av E Q. 
Note 2.2-13 . Q = F R u only in special cases (see Section 2.5) . 
Lemma 2.2-14. Let u and v be elem ents of Q \ {0}. H v rf. F u and au + f3v = a 'tt + f3 ' v 
(a,/3,a ' ,/3' E F ), th en a = a ' and f3 = /3'. 
P roof Since u,v E Q, there exist , by Lemma 2. 2-2(e), 1,8 E F such that 
1u = au - a ' tt and 8v = f3 ' v - f3v . · 
But att - a 'u = f3 ' v - f3v . Hence I ll = 8v. Suppose that 8 :f. 0. Then v = 8- 1(/u) = 
(8 - 11 )u E Fu . This is a contradiction. Therefore 8 = 0. Hence f3v = f3 ' v. But v :f. 0; 
hence, by ( F4 ), f3 = /3 '. Similarly, a = a '. 
Lemma 2.2-15 . If v E R u,w,v + w E Q and w rf. F v, then w E R u. 
Proof Since v + w E Q, there exists, for every a, f3 E F , a 1 E F such that 
Hence 
which implies that 
a( v + 'W ) + !3( v + 'W) = I( v + 'W ) . 
av + f3v + aw + f3w = av + aw + f3v + f3w 
=IV + I'W, 
(a + f3)v + aw + f3w = IV + IW . 
u 
But w E Q. Therefore there exists a 1 ' E F such that aw + f3w = 1 ' w . Hence 
(a + f3)v + 1 ' w = IV + 1w, 
u 
9 
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which implies that 
a + f3 = I = ! '. 
u 
Hence O''W + f3w = 1 ' w = /'W = ( 0' + f3)w. Therefore w E Ru. 
u 
Note 2.2-16. By Note 2.2-11( d), we have that v + w, as in Lemma 2.2-15 , is an element 
of Ru· 
Theorem 2.2-17. Let Q(V) be the quasi-kernel of the F-group V and suppose that 
u, v E Q(V) \ {0} with v tt F_u. Then , for any>. E F \ {0}, 
u + >.v E Q(V) if and only if + + 
u >.v 
Proof Suppose that u + >.v E Q(V). By Note 2.2-11( a), u E Ru, by Lemma 2.2-2( c), 
v E Q(V) implies that /\v E Q(V), and v tt Fu implies that /\ v tt Fu. Hence, by Lemma 
2.2-15, we have >.v E R u. Therefore , for every a, f3 E F , 
(a + f3) >.v = a>.v + f3J.v 
u 
= ( 0' + f3)>.v . 
>.v 
Hence + = + . 
u >. v 
Conversely, suppose that + = + . Then >.v E Ru . Furthermore u E Ru· Hence, by Note 
u >.v 
2.2-11(d), u + >.v E Ru. Consequently, by Note 2.2-11(b), u + >.v E Q(V). 
2.3 A dependence relation in Q(V) 
Let Q(V) be the quasi-kernel of the F-group V . Define a relation between Q(V) and 2Q(V) 
as follows: 
(i) v <l 0 if v = 0, 
(ii ) v <l lvf, 0 #- lvf ~ Q, if there exist Ui E lvf and Ai E F (i = 1, .. . , n) such that 
n 
v = L AjUj. 
i=l 
(5) 
Theorem 2.3-1. Let Q(V) be the quasi-kernel of the F-group V. Then the relation 
defined in (5) is a dependence relation between Q(V) and 2Q(V) . 
Proof Let lvf and N be subsets of Q(V). We have to show that (DI), (D2 ) and (D 3 ) are 
valid. 
(DI): Suppose that v E lvf. Then v = 1v with 1 E F. Hence v <l J\1[. 
10 
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(D2 ): Suppose that w <l Jvf and v <l N for each v E l'vf. Then w = 2:::~ 1 Ai1li, where 1li E 1\1 
and Ai E F (i = 1, ... , n). But, for every i (1 :S i :S n), 1li = l:j~ 1 /3jiWji, where /3ji E F 
and Wji E N (j = 1, ... , n?.i)· Hence 
i=1 j=1 i=1 j=1 
where Ai/3ji E F and Wji E N for every i (1 :S i :S n) and every j (1 :S j :S rni). Hen ce 
w <1 N. 
(D3 ): Suppose that v <Jl\1 and v /<ll'lf \ {u}. Then v = 2::~ 1 Ai1li , where 1li E lVI and 
Ai E F ( i = 1, ... , n ). Then, if u =/= 1lj for j = 1, ... , n, v <ll'lf \ { u }. This is a contradiction. 
Hence u = u j for some j ( 1 :S j :S n). Hence 
with A j =/= 0. This implies that 
\-1\ \-1\ \-1\ \-1\ \-1 
1l = 1lj = -A.j A11l1 + ... + -A.j Aj-Illj-1 + -A.j Aj+I1lj+l + ... + -A.j An1ln + /\j V. 
But, by (F3 ), Aj 1 E F for every j (1 :S j :S n). Hence -Aj1 A i E F, for every i (1 :S i :S n). 
Therefore u <l ( M \ { u}) U { v}. 
Note 2.3-2. (a) By Theorem 2.3-1 , the concepts and theorems of Section 1.3 are applicable 
to Q(V) . 
(b) It follows directly that a set lVI of Q(V) is independent if and only if 2::~= 1 Ai1li = 0, 
with 1li E JJ1 and Ai E F ( i = 1, ... , n ), implies that A 1 = Az = · · · = An = 0. Thus, for 
x E Q(V), x =/= 0, {x} is independent. 
(c) A subset E of Q(V) is called a generating system of Q(V) if Q(V) depends onE, i.e. if 
for every v E Q(V), there exist Ai E F and 1li E E (i = 1, ... , n) such that v = L:~ 1 Ai1l ·i· 
(d) As stated in Note 1.3-12, the dimension of Q(V), denoted by dirnQ(V), is the cardinal 
number of a base of Q(V). 
Lemma 2.3-3. If {ui I i E I} is a base of Q(V) and Ai E F \ {0} for ·each i E I, then 
{ Ai1li I i E I} is a base for Q(V). 
Proof Let v E Q(V). Then 
n n 
V = L Cl'r1lr = L(CI'rA;:- 1 )(Ar1lr) , 
r=1 r=l 
with C\'1· E F and Hr E {tli I i E I} (1 :S 7' :S n). Hence Q(V) depends on {Ai1li I i E I}. 
Furthermore, if I:j=l oj(Ajuj) = 0 with Cl'j E F, ltj E {ui I i E I} (1 ::; j ::; m) , then 
2:~ 1 (ojAj)Uj = 0. Hence, by Note 2.3-2(b), 
11 
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Therefore, since /\j f- 0 (1 :S j < m), aj = 0 (1 :S j < m). Hence, by Note 2.3-2(b) , 
{A i1li I i E I} is independent. 
2.4 Near vector spaces 
In the sequal we shall consider an F-group V which dep ends on it s quasi-kernel Q(V ) (see 
Definition 2.4- 1 ). 
Definition 2.4-1. An F-group (V, F) is called a near vect or space over F if the following 
condition holds: 
(QI) The quasi- kernel Q(V) of V generates the group (V, + ). 
Note 2.4-2 . (a) Every near vector space over F is a linear F-group. 
(b) In a near vector space V with quasi-kernel Q(V) a base of Q(V) is called a base of V, 
and we define dirn V := dimQ(V) . 
(c) Every vector space is a near vector space. 
(d) A near field F over itself is a near vector space, but in general not a vector space, 
of dimension one. This can be shown as follows . ( F , F) satisfies the conditions of an F-
group . Furthermore, since F is a near field it has an identity e. Moreover, e E Q(F) since 
a e + j3e =(a+ j3)e for every a,/3 E F. Now, let x be any element of F . Then xe E Q(F) 
(Lemma 2.2-2 (c)). Hence F s;;; Q(F). But Q(F) s;;; F. Hence Q(F) =F. Therefore Q(F) 
generates F . 
The next theorem gives us an important example of a near vector space. 
Theorem 2.4-3 . Let F = (F, +, ·) be a. nea.r field and let I be a non empty index set. 
Tl1en the set 
F(I) := {(~i)iEI I ~i E F,~i f- 0 for only a. finite number of i E I} 
is a near vector space, if we define addition and multiplication component wise as follows: 
and 
.\(~i) := (.\~i), 
where (i, 1]i a.nd A a.re elem ents ofF a.nd (~i) is used a.s an abbreviation for ((i)iEI· 
Proof First , we shall show that (F<n, F) is an F-group. 
(F1 ): (F <n , +)is a group. Since 
(i) 
[ (~i) + (7Ji)] +(a;)= (~i + 1Ji) + (ai) 
= ([~i + 7Ji] + a .i) 
= (~i + [7Ji + ai]) 
= ( ~ i ) + ( 17; + a; ) 
= (~i) + [(7Ji) + (a.i)], 
12 
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(ii) the identity, (0), is an element of (F(I), + ), and 
(iii ) for each (~i) E p(I) there exis ts a ( -~i ) E p(I) such that ( ~i ) + ( -~i ) = ((i - ~i) = (0). 
Furthermore F is a set of endomorphisms of p(I) since, for each ,\ E F , 
>.[((i) + (1Ji)] = ,\(~i + 1]i) 
= (A[~i + 1]i]) 
= (?.~i + A17i) 
= (,\~i) + (,\1]i) 
= ?.(~i) + ?.(1Ji)· 
(F2 ): The endomorphisms 0, 1 and -1 , defined by 
and 
with (~i) E p(I), are elements of F. 
(F3 ): F* is a subgroup of the automorphism group of (Fen,+). This can be shown in the 
following way. Let,\ E F* and (~i), (1Ji) E pen. Then,\ is a bijection. Let ,\(~i) = ?.(1Ji)· 
Then 
Hence , for each i E I , 
and so 
Therefore, for each it: I, ~i = 1Ji, which implies that (~i) = (1Ji)· Hence ,\ is an inj ection. 
Now, let ((i) be an element of pen. Then , since ,\ =I 0, >.-1 E F. Hence ,\- 1 ~i E F for each 
i E I. Therefore (?.- 1 ~i) E p(I) and ,\(,\- 1 ~i) = (>.>.-l~i) = (~i)· Hence ,\ is a surjec tion . 
Consequently F* is a subset of the automorphism group of (F(I), + ). But F is a near field. 
Hence F* is a subgroup of the automorphism group of (F(I), + ). 
(F4 ): Let ,\(~i) = 1-l(~i)· Then (A~i) = (1-l~i), which implies that ,\~i = 1-l~ i for each i E I. 
Suppose that ,\ =I 1-l· Then , if there exists a j E I such that ~1 =I 0, et E F . Hence 
>-e1 ~j 1 = l-l~j~j 1 . Therefore /\ = 1-l· This is a contradiction. Hence ~i = 0 for each i E I. 
13 
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Finally we must shovv that Q(F(J)) generates F(J). Let ej := ( Dji)iEI = ( Dji) ,where Dji is 
the Kronecker symbol. Then, for every a, (3 E F , 
aej + (3ej = ( a8ji) + (f38ji) 
= (a8ji + f38ji) 
= (( 0' + f3)8ji) 
=(a+ f3)(8ji) 
= (a + f3)e j. 
Hence {ej I j E I}~ Q(FU)). 
Definition 2.4-4. Let F be a near field. Define the kernel K( F) = J( by the set 
J( := {~~: E F I(~+ 77)11: = ~K + 7711: for every~' 77 E F}. 
Theorem 2.4-5. Let ]( be the kernel of a. nea.r field F. Then 
(a) K, with the operations ofF, is a. division ring, a.nd 
(b) F is a. rigl1t vector spa.ce over K. 
Proof (a) Since 1 E F and(~+ 77)1 = ~ + 77 = 0 + 771 for every C 17 E F, 0 -j. J( ~F. Let 
~~: and ~~: 1 be elements of K. Then 
(~ + 77)(~~:- ~~:I)=(~+ 77)fl-- (~ + 77)/'i,1 
= ~K + 7711:- (~11:1 + 1JKI) 
= ~K- ~11:1 + 7711:- 77/'i,1 
=~(~~:-~~:I)+ 77(/'i,- /'i,I). 
Hence fl.- ~~: 1 E K. Therefore J( is a subgroup of (F, + ). Hence (K, +)is an abelian group. 
Furthermore, (!(*,·) is a subgroup of (F*,·). Let 11: E ](with 11: -j. 0, and consider ~~:- 1 . 
Now 
which implies that 
Hence, since K -j. 0, 
Hence /'i,-1 E K . Moreover, 
[(~ + 7J)K-1]K = (~ + 77) 
= (~K-1 )~~: + (7711:-1 )-~~: 
= (~K-1 + 77/'i,-1 )K, 
(~ + 1J)KK1 =(~fl.+ 1JK)K1 
= (~~~:)11:1 + (1Jfl-)KI 
= ~(KK!) + 1J(KK!). 
14 
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Hence K.K. 1 E K. Therefore (1(* , ·)is a subgroup of (F*, ·). 
Finally, 
and 
for every~, 17, K. E K. Hence J( is a division ring. 
(b) Let ~, 7J E F and K., K. 1 E K . Then 
(i) (F,+) is a abelian group, 
(ii) "'~ E F , 
(iii)(~+ 1J)K. = ~K. + 7JK. l 
(iv) ~("' + 11. 1 ) = ~"' + ~K- 1 , 
(v) ~(K.K. 1 ) = (~K.)K.', and 
(vi) 0 = ~· 
Corollary 2.4-6. Let J( be the kernel of a near field F . Then F = K if and only ifF is 
a division ring. 
Proof Let F = J(, then F is a division ring since J( is a division ring. 
Conversely, let F be a division ring. Suppose that ~ E F. Then ( 17 + 171 )~ = 17~ + 7] 1 ~ for 
every 7] , 1]1 E F. Hence ~ E K. 
We are now in a position to give an exact description of the quasi-kernel Q(F(I)). 
Theorem 2.4-7. Consider the F-group (F(I), F). Then 
Proof Let a , /3 E F and K.i E K(F). Then 
a(K.i) + {3(K.i) = (aK.i) + (/3Ki) 
= ( aK.i + {3K.i) 
=([a+ /3]K.i) 
= [a+ /3](K.i). 
( 11.; E K(F)) 
Hence (Ki) E Q(FU)). Therefore, by Lemma 2.2-2(c), ,.\(n:i) E Q(F(J)). 
Conversely, let (~i) E Q(F(I)). If (~i) = (0), then (~i) = (0) = A(K.i) , with A= 0. Hence, 
suppose that (~i) =/= (0) , i. e. there exists an i 0 E I such that ~i o =/= 0. Let K.; := ~i;; 1 (; 
for each i E I. Then we have (~i) = ~i 0 (K.i) · Hence, by Lemma 2.2-2(c) , (n:i) E Q(F(f) ). 
Therefore there exists a 1 E F such that , for each i E I, 
(7) 
15 
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But Kio = ~i;; 1 ~io = 1. Hence, since (7) holds for each i E I , cd + /3 1 = [ 1, which implies 
that a+ f3 = r· Therefore "'i E F and af\.i + f3"'i =(a+ f3)"'i for each i E I. Consequently 
"'i E K(F) for each i E I. 
In the next theorem we shall show how the space p(I) can be characterized as an F-group. 
First, we need to prove the following lemma. 
Lemma 2.4-8 . Let V be a. nea.r vector space a.nd let B = { Ui / i E I} be a base of Q(V). 
Then each x E V is a unique linear combination of elements of B , i.e. there exist ~i E F , 




Proof Let x E V. By ( Ql) there exist v1 , ... , Vn E Q(V) such that x = L_j= 1 V j. Since 
each v j is a linear combination of elements of B, x is also a linear combination of elements 
of B . 
To prove the uniqueness, let 
L ~iUi = L ~:Ui. 
iEI iEI 
with only a finite number of the ~~ and ~i not zero. Since B ~ Q, Ui E Q (i E I). 
Hence, by Lemma 2.2-2(e), there are 'r/i E F (i E I) such that ~iui- ~:ui = 1]iUi for all 
i E I. But LiEI(~iUi- ~~ui) = 0, which implies that L_iEI "'illi = 0. Therefore, since B is 
independent , we have 'r/i = 0 for all i E I. Hence, for each i E I , 
and so 
~iUi = ~:Uj. 
Therefore, for each i E I, ~i = ~i since lli =/:- 0 for each i E I. 
Theorem 2.4-9. Let V be a.n F -nea.r vector space. Then there exist a.n index set I and 
a biJection f : V --+ p(I) which respects the multiplication operation, i.e. 
J(C:x)=af(x) (aEF,xEV), 
where af(x) is defined a.s in (6). 
Proof Take any base B of V as index set and define f by 
f( x) = f( L ~uu) := (~u)uEB· 
uEB 
Then f is well defined. This can be shown in the following way. Let x and y be elements 
of V. Then there are ~u ( u E B) and?]u ( u E B) such that 
X= L ~uU and y = L 'r/ull. 
uEB uEB 
16 
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Suppose that x = y, i.e. "L::: u EB ~u.U = "L:::uEB 7]uU. Then, by Lemma 2.4-8, we have ~ 11 = 7]n 
for all u E B. Hence (~u)uEB = (77u)uEB· Therefore f(x) = f(y ). 
Vve shall now show that f is a bijection. Let f( x) = f(y ). Then 
uEB uEB 
which implies that (~u)uEB = (17u)uEB· Hence ~u = '/]u for all u E B. Therefore ' 
X= L ~uU = L 1]uU = Y· 
uEB uEB 
Hence f is injective. Furthermore, to show that f is surjective, let ( ~u )uEB be an element 
of p(B). Then ~u E F for all u E B. Let X = "L:::uEB ~uU . Then, since v is an F-near 
vector space, x E V and 
J(x) = f(L ~uu) = (~u)uEB· 
uEB 
Finally, it can be shown that f respects the multiplication operation. Let x E V, then 
there are ~u ( u E B) such that x = "L:::uEB ~uu. Hence 
f(o:x) = f(o: L ~uu) 
uEB 
uEB 
= ( O:~u)uEB 
= o:(~u)uEB 
= o:f(L ~uu) 
uEB 
=o:f(x). 
Note 2.4-10. Let { ui I i E I} be a base of Q(V) and let f be as defined in Theorem 2.4-9. 
Then f( ui) = ( Oij )jEI =: ei where Oij is the Kronecker symbol. 
For further investigation of the structure of a near vector space, we introduce the following 
relation. 
Definition 2.4-11. The elements u and v of Q(V) \ {0} are called compatible (u cpv), if 
there is a ,\ E F \ {0} such that u + AV E Q. 
Lemma 2.4-12. The elements u and v of Q(V) \ {0} are compatible if and only if there 
exists a,\ E F \ {0} such that + = + . 
u AV 
Proof If v ~ Fu , the theorem follows immediately from Theorem 2.2-17. Suppose that 
v E Fu, i.e. v = o:u for a o: E F \ {0}. Then both statements v cp v and + + hold 
u AV 
true for tt, v E Q(V) \ {0} and ,\ E F \ {0}. This can be shown as follows: 
17 
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(i) 
u cp em 
since, by Lemma 2.2-2(d) , 1u + Aau E Q(V) for each,\ E F . 
(ii) + = + , since ,\v = a- 1au = u if we take ,\ = a - 1 . 
u AV 
(8) 
Theorem 2.4-13. The compatibility relation cp is an equivalence relation on Q(V) \ { 0} . 
Proof (i) The relation cp is reflexive since, by Lemma 2.2-2( d), u + ,\u E Q and therefore 
u cpu. 
(ii) The relation cp is symmetric. This can be shown as follows. Let u cp v. Then 
u +AVE Q. 




(iii) The relation cp is transitive. This can be shown as follows. Let u cp v and v cp w. 
Then, by Lemma 2.4-12, + = + and + + It suffices to show that + + 






=(a). + /3).)).-1 
J.LW 
=a + f3 
AJIW 
=a + (3. 
T/W 
Hence, by Lemma 2.4-12 , u cp w. 
(by(4)) 
Theorern 2.4-14. Let u, v and u + v be elements of Q \ {0} . Then 
(a) u cp v, and 
(b)ttcpu+v. 
Proof (a) Since tt and v are elements of Q, u cp v follows from Definition 2.4-11 by putting 
>-=1. 
(b) (i) If v E Ftt, i.e. v = au with a E F \ {0}, then tt cpu + v since u + 1(tt + v) = 
·u + 1( u + au) E Q by Lemma 2.2-2( d) . 
(ii ) If v tJ. F tt, then, by Lemma 2.2-15, u + v E R u· Hence, by Note 2.2-11, tt + (1l + v) E 
Ru ~ Q. Therefore u cpu + v. 
18 
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Definition 2.4-15. A near vector space V IS called a regular near vector space if the 
following condition holds: 
( Q2 ) Any two vectors of Q( V) \ { 0} are compatible. 
Theorem 2.4-16. A near vector space Vis regular if and only if there exists a base which 
consists of mutually compatible vectors. 
Proof Suppose that V is regular. Then, by (Q 2 ), any two vectors of Q(V) \ {0} are 
compatible. Therefore every base of Q(V) (by Note 2.4-2(b) also of V) consists of mutually 
compatible vectors. 
Conversely, let V be a near vector space with a base B consisting of mutually compatible 
vectors. Let u E Q(V) \ {0}. Then, by Lemma 2.4-8, u can be written as a linear 
combination of base elements. Therefore, without loss of generality, u = L~=l AiUi with 
Ui E Band Ai =/= 0 for all i E {1, ... ,r}. Let · 
u' := { ~~~; AiUi for r > 1 
for r = 1. 
Then 1t = u' + ArU 1- E Q(V). Hence, for every a, (3 E F, there exist a 1 E F such that 
Hence 
and therefore 
au'+ (Ju' + aArUr + f3.Arur = {U 1 + {ArUr. 
But Ur ~ { u 1 , ... , Ur-d · Hence, by the uniqueness part of Lemma 2.4-8, we have that 
Therefore 
I (3 I I au + u = {U, 
which implies that 
u' E Q(V). 
Now, we shall show that u and Ur are compatible. If 
(i) u' = 0 then u = Ar1lr and hence, by (8) , we have Ur cp Ar1tr; 
(ii) u' =/= 0 then, by Theorem 2.4-14, A1-Ur cpu since 1l 1 , Ar1lr and u = u' + ArUr = ArU 1- + u' 
are elements of Q(V). But, by (8) , 1lr cp A1-1lr · Consequently, by Theorem 2.4-13, we have 
1lr cp 1l. 
But , by the assumption, 1lr is compatible with every other vector of B. Therefore it follows 
~ from the transitivity of cp (Theorem 2.4-13), that u is compatible with every other vector 
of B. Hence, since u E Q(V) \ {0} is chosen arbitrary, the following statement is valid: 
19 
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If v,w E Q(V) \ {0}, then v cpui and w cpui, with Ui E B. 
Hence, by Theorem 2.4-13 , v cp w. Therefore each two elements of Q(V) \ {0} are com-
patible. Consequently V is regular. 
Theorem 2.4-17 (The decomposition theorem). Eveq near vector space V is the direct 
sum of regular near vector spaces Vj (j E J) such that each u E Q( V) \ { 0} lies in precisely 
one direct summand 111. The subspaces Vj are maximal regular near vector spaces. 
Proof. First, we shall show that Vis the direct sum of regular near vector spaces Vj(j E J). 
Let Q \ {0} be decomposed in sets Qj(j E J) of mutually compatible vectors. This 
is possible by Theorem 2.4-13. Furthermore, let B ~ Q \ { 0} be a base of V and let 
B 1 := B n Q1. The Bj's are mutually disjoint and each is an independent subset of B. 
Furthermore B = UjEJBj . This can be shown as follows. We knmv that Q\ {0} = UjEJQj. 
Hence 
UjEJBj = UjEj(B n Q1) = B n UjEJQj = B n (Q \ {0}) =B. 
Let B = {bi I i E I}, with I an index set. Since B = UjEJBj , with the Bj's mutually 
disjoint, we have that, for each i E I, bi E Bj for some j E J. Hence , for all j E J , 
Bj = {bij := bi I i E Ij} with I= UjEJij . 
Let 111 :=< B 1 > be the subspace of V generated by B1. By Theorem 2.4-16, 111 is regulm· 
since B1(c; Q1), which consists of mutually compatible vectors, is a base of Vj. 
Let x E 11. Then, by Lemma 2.4-8, x = L,iEJ~ibi , with bi E Band ~i =/:- 0 for only a finit e 
number of i E I. But for each i E I, bi E Bj, for some j E J. Hence x = L,1EAL,iEii (ijbij) 
with bij E Bj . Moreover, since Vj =< Bj >,there is an Xj E Vj such that Xj = L,iEii ~ijbij· 
Hence 
(9) 
By Theorem 2.4-8, x = LiEf (ibi can be written in a unique way. Apply Theorem 2.4-8 
to the near vector space Vj, with base Bj , for all j E J. Then, for each j E J , there exists 
an x j E Vj which correspond uniquely to LiEii ~ijbij· Hence x = L,jEJ x j is uniquely 
determined. The existence of the direct sum V = L,jE J Vj is therefore established. 
Secondly, we will show that each u E Q( V) \ { 0} lies in precisely one direct summand Vj. 
Suppose that there exist elements in Q(V) \ {0} which are not elements of Vj (j E J). Let 
u be such an element with the least possible number of summands in the decomposition 
given by (9), i.e. 
u-"'u · 
- ~ )l 
jEJ 
with u j E Vj (j E J ) and with the number of ·uj =f. 0 (j E J) as small as possible. 
Since 1l E Q it follows that, for every o, (3 E F, there exists a 1 E F such that 
mt + (Ju = {ll. 
20 
(10) 




C\'tl + j3u =a :z= tlj + j3 2::: llj 
jEJ jEJ 
= L O'tlj + L j3Hj 
jEJ jEJ 
= L(au1 + j3u j), 
jEJ 
ltL = I L tl j = L ltl j. 
jEJ jEJ 
L (auj + j3uj) = L 1u1. 
jEJ jEJ 
But, since "i:jEJ Vj is a direct sum, Vi n Vj = {0} if i :/: j. Hence O'tlj + /3uj = ltlj for all 




a L Uj + j3 L llj = 1 L Uj for all .J' ~ .J. 
jEJ' jEJ' jEJ' 




Let .lu be the set of all the j E J for which tlj :/: 0 in the decomposition (10) . Since 
lu is finite and tl tj. vj for some j E .J , I .lu I> 1. Furthermore, by the definition of tl , 
I .J u • 12:: I J u I for all tl * E Q \ U j E 1 Vj . 
It can be shown that if .J' ~ J , is such that .lu n ( J \ J') :/: 0, then I .lu' I= 1 with 
u' as defined in (12). Suppose that I .lu' I> 1 (I lu' 1:/: 0, since u' :/: 0), then u' = 
tl]! +uh + ··· +uj,, n > 1 and .J' = {j1 , . .. ,jn} · Then u' rt Vj; 1 with ji E .J', since 
u ' E Vj; implies that u' - tLj; E Vj; n i:jEl\ {ji} Vj = {0}. But then u' = tLj; which is 
contradictory to our assumption. Moreover, u ' rt Vj', with j' E J \ J' , since u' E Vj' 
implies that u ' E Vj' n "i:jEl\{j'} Vj = {0} , which is a contradiction. Hence u ' rt UjEJVj. 
Therefore u' E Q \ UjEJVj. Hence I .lu' 12::1 .lu 1- This is contradictory to our assumption 
that J'(~ .J) is such that .lu n (.J \ .J') :/: 0. Hence .lu' = {j'} for some j' E .J. 
Also I .lu-u' I= 1, which can be shown as follows. Suppose that I 1u-u' I= m with rn > 1 
(I.Iu-u' 1:/:0 since .Iun(.J\.1') :/: 0). Then tt-tt ' = 1lj 1 +· ··+tt}m· As shown in the above 
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paragraph, u- u' tt UjEJ Vj. Furthermore, by (11), u- u' E Q. Hence u- u' E Q \ UjEJ Vj. 
Therefore I lu-u' 12:1 .lu I· This contradicts lu' f- 0. Hence .lu-u' = {j"} for some 
j" E J, with j" f- j'. [Suppose that j := j' = j". Then u' = llj andll- u' = Uj· Hence 
'U = 2u j E vj' which is a contradiction. J 
Vie therefore obtain the following: 
u = 1l
1 + ( u- u'), 
with 1l 1 E Vi' and 1l- u' E Vi"· But 1l1 E Q and u- u' E Q. Hence u' E Q n Vi' =: Qi' 
and u - u' E Q n V1, =: Q1,. But, by Theorem 2.4-14, u' cpu- u' since u', u- 1l 1 and 
u' + ( u- u') E Q. Hence j' = j". This is a contradiction. Therefore 
Hence each u E Q \ { 0} is contained in at least one Vj. Since Vj n Vj' = { 0}, if j f- j', each 
1l is contained in precisely one vj. 
Finally, we will show, by means of a contradiction, that the subs paces Vj are maximal 
regular near vector spaces. Suppose that there exist a j 0 E J and a regular subspace TV 
such that vV :J Vio. Suppose that Q(Vio) = Q(vV). Then, since Vio is generated by Q(Vio) 
and vV is generated by Q(W), we have that V10 = TV, which is impossible. Hence, there 
exists a 1l E Qn(vV\ Vjo)· Since 1l E Q\ {0}, 1l E vj for some j E 1\ Uo}. But TV is regular. 
Hence, since V10 c vV, u is compatible with each v E Q(V1o) \ { 0}. This contradicts the 
fact that j f- )o. 
Theorem 2.4-18 (The uniqueness theorem). There exists only one direct decomposition 
of a. nea.r vector space into ma.xima.l regular subspa.ces. 
Proof. The existence of such a decomposition was shown in the previous theorem. The 
uniqueness will be shown as follows. Let 
v = L v1 = L v;,, (i3) 
jEJ j'El' 
be two direct decompositions of V in maximal regular subspaces V1 (j E .J) and Vj, (j' E J'), respectively. 
Furthermore, let Qj := (Q(V) \ {0}) n Vj. By (QI), Vj =< Q1 >. Now, each two vectors 
in Qj are, by (Q2 ), compatible. But Q1 is not properly contained in a set of mutually 
compatible vectors. This can be shown as follows. Suppose that there exists au E Q(V) \ Q j 
such that 1l cp v for all v E Qj. Let Q(T1Vj) \ {0} be an equivalence class (with respect to 
cp), with tt E Q(TVj) \ {0}. Then Qi c Q(Vll j) \ {0}. Let Hlj :=< Q(TVi) \ {0} >. Then 
vVi is regular since any two elements of Q(vVj) \ {0} are compatible. But vV1 :J Vi· This 
contradicts the maximali ty of vj. 
Moreover, every Vj, (j' E .J') is maximal regular and so Qj, is not properly contained in 
a set of mutually compatible vectors and therefore corresponds to a Q j (j E .] ). Hence 
Qi ~ Vj, and therefore Vi ~ Vj,. But Vi is maximal regular and so Vi = Vj,. Therefore 
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{Vj, I j' E J'} ~ {Vj I j E J}. By symmetry, {Vj I j E J} ~ {Vj, I j' E .J'}. Consequently 
{Vj, I j' E .J'} = {Vj I j E J}. Therefore both sides of (13) contain the same subspaces. 
Definition 2.4-19. The uniquely determined direct decomposition of a near vector space 
V in maximal regular subspaces, is called the canonical direct decomposition of V. 
The next theorem gives some additional characteristics of the canonical direct decomposi-
tion of V. 
Theorem 2.4-20. A direct decomposition 
V= I:v1 (14) 
jEJ 
of a. near vector space V in regular subspa.ces Vj(j E J) is canonical if a.ncl only if 
(15) 
Proof Suppose that a direct decomposition V = L:jEJ Vj of a near vector space V in 
regular subspaces Vj(j E J) is canonical. Then, in the proof of Theorem 2.4-17, we have 
shown that Q(V) ~ Uj'El' Vj,, where V = l..:j'El' Vj, is a direct decomposition of V in 
ma.'Cima.l regular subspaces v;, . Hence, by Theorem 2.4-18, {Vj, I j' E J'} = {Vj I j E .J}. 
Therefore Q(V) ~ UjEJVj . 
Conversely, let Q(V) ~ UjEJVj and suppose that there exists a Vj 0 in (14) which is not 
maximal regular, i.e. Vj 0 C W, where, by Zorn's lemma, we can assume, without loss of 
generality, that w is maximal regular in v. Then there exists an X E Q(V)n(TtV\ vjo) (see 
· proof of Theorem 2.4-17). By (15), there exists a j 1 E J such that x E Vj 1 , with ii =f j 0 . 
Also Vh + vV is regular. This can be sho~n as follows . Let u E Vh n vV and u E Q( V) \ { 0}. 
Then, for any v E Vh n (Q(V) \ {0} ), u and v are compatible since V11 is regular. Similarly, 
u and w are compatible for any w E vV n ( Q(V) \ {0} ). By Theorem. 2.4-13, v and w 
are compatible. Hence any two vectors of ((Q(V) \ {0}) n Vj 1 ) U ((Q(V) \ {0}) n TV) are 
compatible. But ((Q(V)\{O})nVj 1 )U((Q(V)\{O})nlV) generates Vh +ltV. Hence Vh +ltV 
contains a base B such that B ~ (( Q(V) \ {0}) n Vh) U (( Q(V) \ {0}) n TV). Therefore, by 
Theorem 2.4-16, v]t + w is regular. Since TV is maximal regular, vjl + TV = T1V . Hence 
Vj 1 ~TV and Vj0 + Vh ~TV. For uk E V1k n(Q(V) \ {0}) (k = 0, 1) there is a>. E F\ {0} 
such that uo + >.u1 E Q(V) \ {0} , since uo, u 1 E T1V n (Q(V) \ {0} ). By (15) there exists a. 
.i2 E .J such that 
( 16) 
Since Uo + >.ul t/:. YJo and Uo + AU} t/:. Vjl' vh =1- Vjo and vj2 =1- Vjl 0 Hence, by the direct 
decomposition (14), (Vjo+ Vj1)nVh = {0}. This , however , contradicts (16). Consequently, 
every vj in ( 14) is maximal and hence the theorem is proved. 
V•le conclude this section with another theorem which results from Lemma 2.4-8. 
Theorem 2.4-21. Let V bea.nea.rvectorspa.cewith quasi-kernelQ(V) . Ifu E Q(V)\{0}, 
x E V \ Fu and 
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au + (3x = a'u + (3' x (a,(3,a',(3' E F ), 
then a= a' and (3 = (3'. 
(17) 
Proof Let u =: u0 . Extend {u} to a base B of Q(V) (see Theorem 1.3-9). By Theorem 
2.4-8, there exists a linear combination x = L~=O ~iui, with (i E F and Ui E B (0::; i::; r). 
Since x ~ Fu , we can take 6 =/= 0 without loss of generality. [If ~i = 0 for each i, with 
1 ::; i ::; r, then x = ~o tlo E F u .] 
By (17) , we have 
r r 
i=O i=O 
This implies that 
r r 
Hence, as a result of the uniqueness of this representation (Theorem 2.4-8), we have 
and /36 = !3'6. 
Since 6 =/= 0 we h ave, by ( F4 ), (3 = (3'. Therefore, since a + f3~o = a ' + (3 ' ~o, a = a ' . 
uo uo 
2.5 The structure of regular near vector spaces 
Theorem 2.5-1. A n ear vector space Vis regular if and only if 
Q = {A V j A E F , V E Ru} = : F Ru , (18) 
where Ru (V) = Ru is the k ernel of au E Q(V) \ {0} = Q \ {0} . In this case Q = FRu for 
all u E Q\ {0} . 
Proof Let V be a regular near vector space and let u, v E Q \ {0}. Suppose that v E F u, 
i.e. v -=AU. Then v E FRu since u E Ru. Now, suppose that v ~ F u. Then , since Vis 
regular and u, v E Q \ {0} , u cp v . Hence there exists a ,\ E F \ {0} such that u + ,\v E Q. 
Therefore , by Lemma 2.2-15, AV E Ru since ,\v ~ Fu. Hence v E F Ru (A -l ,\v E F R u) · 
Therefore in both cases Q ~ FRu. But , by Theorem 2.2-12, FRu ~ Q. Hence (18) holds. 
Conversely, suppose that (18) holds for au E Q \ {0}. Then , for each v E Q \ {0}, there 
exists a vo E R u and an a E F \ {0} such that v = a vo. Since u, vo E R u, it follows by 
Note 2.2-11 , that tl + v0 = u + a - 1 v E R u ~ Q . Hence tl cp v . But , since v is chosen 
arbit r arily, Q \ { 0} has only one equi valence class with respect to the relat ion cp. Hence 
V is regular . 
Theorem 2.5-2 (The structure theorem for regular near vector spaces) . An F-gr oup 
(V, F) , with V =/= {0}, is a r egular n ear vector space if an cl only ifF is a n ear Eelcl a.ncl V 
is isom01phic to p(I), as deilnecl in Tl1 eorem 2.4-3. 
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Proof Let (F, +, ·) be a near field and I be a non empty index set. Then, by Theorem 
2.4-3, 
p(I) := {((i)iEI I ~i E F,~i =1- Oforonlyafinitenumberofi E I} 
is a near vector space with addition and multiplication defined as follows: 
and 
Now, suppose that V and p(I) are isomorphic. Then, without loss of generality, we can take 
V to be equal to p(J). By Definition 2.4-4, K(F) = { n. E F I ( ~ + 77 )n. = ~n. + 77n. for every 
C 77 E F} is the kernel of F. Moreover, by Theorem 2.4-7, Q(F(I)) = p(n.i)iEI I A E F 
and K.i E K(F)}. Hence Q(FU)) = FR, where R := {(ti:i) I 1\:i E K}. 
Now, 
is the kernel of th~ linear F-group (FU),F) with respect to ej := (8ji)iEh where 8ji is the 
Kronecker symbol. It can be shown as follows that Re. = R. 
J 
Let ( K:i) E R. For R to be a subset of Re., it suffices to show that (a + (3) ( K:i) = 
J ~ 
a( 1\:i) + (3( 1\:i), for every a, (3 E F. First, we will show that + = + . Let a and (3 be any 
ej 
elements of F. Then 
aej + (3ej =(a+ (3)e1. 
Furthermore, by Definition 2.2-4, ae1 + (3e1 =(a + (3)e1. Hence a+ (3 =a + (3. 
ej e j 
Finally, let a, (3 E F and (ti:i) E R. Then 
Hence R s;;; Rei . 
a(K:i) + f3(ti:i) = (ati:i) + (f3ti:i) 
= (ati:i + f3n.i) 
= ([a+ f3]ti:i) 
=(a+ f3)(n.i) 
=(a + (3)(ti:i) . 
ei 
Now, let ( ~i) E Rei . Then, for every a, (3 E F , 
which implies that 
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Therefore 
Hence, for each i E I 
([a+ JJ]~;) =( a~;) + (JJ~;) 
= (a~;+ JJ~;). 
This implies that ~i E }(for each i E I. Hence(~;) E R. Therefore R ei ~ R. Consequently 
R ei = R. Hence Q = FR = FRei. Therefore, by (18), Vis regular. 
Conversely, let V be a regular near vector space. Then, by Note 2.4-2(a) , V is a linear 
F-group. 
Now, le t B = {tt; J i E I} be a base of Q. Then, by Theorem 2.5-1 , there exist A; E F\ {0} 
(i E I) such that v; := A;ll; E Ru 0 for a tto E B. Hence, by Lemma 2.3-3, B' := {vi J i E 
I} ~ Ruo is a base of V. Moreover, by Theorem 2.2-6, (F, + , ·) is a near field. 
uo 
Define f: V--+ p(J) by f(x) := (~i)iEI· Then f is well defined. Let x = LiEI~; v; andy= 
LiE! TJ;V; be elements of V. Suppose that x = y. This implies that LiE/ ~iVi =LiE! 'f/iVi . 
As a result of the uniqueness of the representat ion (Lemma 2.4-8) , ~i = 1]i for each i E I. 
Hence (~i) = (TJ;) and so J(x) = J(y). 
Secondly, f respects the operations , i.e. 
(i) 
iE/ iE/ 
= (~i + TJi) 
uo 
= (~;) + (TJ;) 
uo 





= f(L >.~; v;) 
iE/ 
iEI 
= J(A x) . 
Finally, we shall show that f is a bijection. Let f( x) = J(y). Then 
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iE/ iE/ 
which implies that (~i) = (17i)· Hence ~i = TJi for each i E I. Therefore 
L ~iVi = L TJiVi' 
iE/ iE/ 
which implies that x = y. Hence f is injective. Furthermore, to show that f is surjective, 
let (ei)iE/ be an element of F(I). Let X = 2::::iE/ eiVi. Then X E v since ei =I= 0 for only a 
finite number ofi E I and B' is a base of V. Hence f(x) = f('2:::iEJ~Wi) = (~i)iE/· 
Theorem 2.5-3. Let (V, F) be a near vector space with dim, V > 1. Tl1en F is a division 
ring and V a vector spa.ce over F if a.nd only if V = Q(V). 
Proof Suppose that F is a division ring and Vis a vector space over F. Let a, f3 E F and 
v E V. Then av + f3v =(a+ f3)v . Hence v E Q(V) . Therefore V = Q(V) . 
Conversely, suppose that V = Q(V) and dim V > 1, i.e. dimQ(V) > 1. Then there 
exists a u E Q(V) \ {0}. We shall show that Q(V) = Ru . If v E Q(V) \ Fu, then by 
Lemma 2.2-15, v E Ru . Therefore, suppose that v E Fu \ {0}. Then, since dimV > 1, 
there exists a w E Q(V) \ Fu . Hence, by Lemma 2.2-15, w E Ru. But , since v rf. Fw 
(v = >.w implies that w = /\-1v E Fu), it follows , by Lemma 2.2-15, that v E Ru. Hence 
V = Ru = {v E VI (a+ f3)v = av + ,Bv}. Therefore (a+ f3)v = av + ,Bv for each v E V. 
tL tL 
Hence a + f3 = a + f3. This implies that, for every a, f3 E F and each v E V, 
u 
(a+ f3)v = av + f3v. (19) 
Therefore, for each x E V, 
(a+ ,8}-yx = a1x + f31x =(a!+ f31)x . 
Hence, by ( F4), 
(20) 
Therefore, by (20), F is a division ring and by (19) V is a vector space over F. 
Note 2.5-4 . (a) Theorem 2.5-3 does not hold when dim V = 1. This can be shown a.s 
follows. Let (V, F) be any near vector space of dimension one, i.e. Q(V) is of dimension 
one. Let { vo} be a base of Q(V) and let v E V. Then v = .Av0 for some ,\ E F. Hence, 
by Lemma 2.2-2(c), v E Q(V). Hence Q(V) = V. Therefore if Theorem 2.5-3 holds for 
dirn V = 1, the fact that Q(V) = V would have implied that every near vector space of 
dimension one is a vector space. This contradicts Note 2.4-2( d). 
(b) In Theorem 2.5-3 it is sufficient to require that (V, F ) is an F-group. Indeed, if 
V = Q(V) , then Q(V) generates V and hence, by definition, (V, F) is a near vector space. 
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Chapter 3 
Examples of near vector spaces 
3.1 Introduction 
A vector space and a near field over itself are examples of near vector spaces which have 
already been given (see Note 2.4-2). In Section 3.2 we shall give three further examples of 
near vector spaces which are not vector spaces. 
3.2 Examples 
Each example (V, F) is given in five parts. First, we shall show that (V, F) is an F-group. 
Its quasi-kernel Q(V) will then be investigated. Furthermore, we shall define + on F 
u 
for each u E Q(V) \ {0} , after which the kernel Ru of (V, F) wil be determined for some 
u E Q(V) \ {0}. Finally, we shall show that (V, F) is a near vector space and V will be 
decomposed into maximal regular near vector spaces. 
Example 3.2-1. In this example we take V := R 2 , and we let a real number a act as an 
endomorphism of V by defining a( x1, x2) := ( ax1, a 3x2). In this way F is isomorphic to 
R. 
I It can be shown as follows that (V, F) is an F-group. 
(FI): (V,+) is a group. Moreover, let a E F and let (x 1 ,x2 ), (y1 ,y2 ) E V. Then 
a[( xi, x2) + (yi, Y2)] =a( xi+ YI, x2 + Y2) 
= (a(xi + yi) ,a3(x 2 + Y2)) 
=(ax!+ ay1, a 3x2 + a 3y2) 
= (ax1,a3x2) + (ay1 ,a3y2) 
= a(x1,x2) + a(yi , Y2)· 
Hence a is an endomorphism of V. 
and 
O(x1,x2) = (Ox1,03x2) = (0,0), 
l(x1 ,x2) = (lx1,l3x2) = (x1,x2), 
(F3 ): Let (A , ·) be the automorphism group of (V, + ). We shall now show that F* ~ A. 
Let a E F*. Then a is an endomorphism. It suffices to show that a is a. bijec tion . 
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Let (x 1,x2),( y1 ,Y2) E V and suppose tha t a(x 1,x2) = a(yi,Y2) . Then (ax1,a·3x2) = 
(ay 1,a3y2), which implies that ax1 = ay1 and a 3x2 = a 3y2. Hence, since a :I 0 a.nd F 
is a. field , x 1 = y 1 and x2 = y2. Therefore a is inj ective. Furthermore, let ( x 1 , x2) E V. 
Then (a - 1x 1,a-3x2 ) E V and a(a-1x1,a-3x2) = (aa-1x1,a3a-3x2) = (x 1,x2). Hence 
a is surjective. Finally, since F is a field , ( F *, ·) is a subgroup of (A ,· ). 
(F4): Let (x1, x2) E V and a, f3 E F. Suppose that a(x 1, x2) = f3(x 1, x2) . Then (ax1, a 3 x2) 
= (f3x 1,{33x 2), which implies that ax1 = {3x 1 and a 3x 2 = {33x2. Hence a = f3 or x 1 = 0 
and a 3 = {3 3 or x 2 = 0. If a :I {3, then a 3 :I {33 and so x 1 = 0 and x 2 = 0. Hence 
(x1,x2) = (0,0). 
II The quasi-kernel Q(V) of V consists of all those elements u of V such that for every 
a , f3 E F there exists a 1 E F for which au+ {3u = 1u. 
(i) Consider (a, 0) E V. For a, f3 E F , 
a( a, 0) + {3( a, 0) = ( aa, 0) + ({3a , 0) 
= (aa + {3a, 0) 
Hence (a, 0) E Q(V) for each a E F. 
(ii) Consider (0, b) E V. For a, f3 E F , 
:::;: ([a+ f3]a, 0) 
= [a+ {3]( a, 0). 
a(O, b) + {3( 0, b)= (0, a 3 b) + (0, f3 3 b) 
= (0, a 3 b + f3 3 b) 
= (0, [a3 + f3 3]b) 
= [a3 + f3 3]i(o, b). 
Hence (0, b) E Q(V) for each bE F. 
Furthermore, consider (a, b) E V with a E F* and bE F* . Then 
a( a, b) + {3( a, b) = (a a, a 3 b) + ({3a, {33 b) 
= (aa + {3a, a 3b + f3 3b) 
= ([a+ f3 ]a , [a3 + f3 3]b ) 
"#!(a, b) , 
Q(V) = { (a, 0) I a E F} U { (0 , b) I b E F} . 
Therefore, since Q(V) :I { (0, 0)}, (V, F) is a linear F-group. 
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III For each u E Q(V) \ {0} , define + on F by (a + f3 )u :=au+ f3 u. 
u u 
(i) Let u = (a,O) with a E F*. Then 
a+ f3 =a+ (3. 
u 
(ii) Let u = (0, b) with bE F*. Then 
a+f3=(a3+f33)~ 
u 
We shall now show that, with addition as defined in (ii), (F, + , ·) is a field ( cf. Theorem 
u 
2.2-6). First, we shall show that (F, + ) is an abelian group. 
u 
(a) Let a, f3 and 1 be elements of F. Then 
(a+ f3) + 1 = (a3 + /33 )~ + 1 
u u u 
Hence + is associative on F . 
u. 
= [((a3 + (33)~)3 + 13]~ 
= [(a3 + (33) + l3]~ 
= [a3 + ((33 + 1 3)] ~ 
= [a3 + (((33 + 13)~)3]~ 
= a + ( (33 + 13 ) ~ 
u 
=a+ ((3 +I)· 
u u 
(b) The zero element of ( F, + ) is 0 since, 
u. 
and 
(c) For each a E F, 
= ( -a3 + a3)~ 
= 0. 
Similarly, a + (-a)= 0. Hence each a E F has as inverse -a. 
u 
( cl) Let a, f3 E F. Then 
a + f3 = ( a3 + (33) ~ 
u 
= ((33 + a3)~ 
= f3 +a. 
u 
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Hence ( F, + ) is an abelian group. 
u 
Secondly, let a, f3 and/ be elements of F . Then 
a(/3 + I) = a((33 + /3) ~ 
u 
Similarly, (a + /3)! = a1 + !3! · 
u u 
= (a3)~((33 + /3)~ 
= [a3((33 + /3)]~ 
= (a3/33 + a3/3)~ 
= [(a/3)3 + (a/)3]~ 
= a/3 +a,. 
u 
Finally, we know that ( F*, ·) ( ~ (R *, ·)) is an abelian group. Consequently ( F, + , ·) is a 
u 
field. 
By Theorem 2.2-8 , we have that (F, + , ·) ~ (F, + , ·). In this case, however , we shall 
u AU 
show that (F, +, ·) ~ (F, + , ·),where a+ f3 = (a3 + /33 )~ and a+ f3 = a+ /3 . It suffices 
u v u v 
to show that (F, +) ~ (F, + ). Define f : F --t F by f(x) = x~. Then, since x = y 
u v 
implies that x ~ = y ~, f is well defined. 
Furthermore, it can be shown that f is a bijection. Let f (x) = f(y) , i.e x~ = y~. Then 
x = (x~)3 = (y~)3 = y. 
Hence f is injective . Moreover, let y E F. Then x = y3 E F and f( x) = f(y 3) = (y3 )~ = y. 
Finally, f respects the operations: 
1 f(a + (3) =(a+ /3)3 
v 
IV The kernel Ru(V) of V, with u E Q(V) \ {0} , is defined by 
Ru(V):={vEVi(a+f3)v =av+/3v for every a,/3 EF}. 
u 
Consider the following two cases: 
(i) (1, 0) E Q(V) \ {0}. Then a + f3 :=a+ f3 and, for every a, f3 E F and for each a E F , (1,0) 
a( a, 0) + /3( a, 0) = (a+ !3)( a, 0). 
Hence R(l ,o) = {(a, 0) I a E F}. 
(ii) (0, 1) E Q(V) \ {0}. Then a + f3 := (a3 + (33 )~ and, for every a,/3 E F and for each ( 0 , I) 
bE F , 
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a(O, b)+ ,8(0, b)= (a3 + ,83 )~(0 , b) 
=(a + ,B)(O, b) . 
(0 ' 1) 
Hence Rco,1) = {(0, b) I bE F} . 
V (V, F) is a near vector space, since (QI) holds: Let (a, b) E V , then (a, b) = a(1, 0) + 
b~(0 , 1) , where (1,0) and (0 , 1) E Q(V) and a,b~ E F*. Furthermore, B = {(1 , 0) ,(0, 1)} 
is a base of V. Hence Vis a near vector space of dimension two. However , since (Q 2 ) does 
not hold ((a,O) + >.(O , b) = (a,,\3 b) t/:. Q(V)) , Vis not regular and therefore not a vector 
space (see Note 1.2-1(c)) . 
·v.le shall now show how V can be decomposed in ma..'Cimal regular near vector spaces ( cf. 
Theorem 2.4-17). 
Let Q* := Q(V) \ {0}. Then 
Q* = { (a, O) I a E F*} U {(O , b) I bE F*}. 
Put 
Q1 := {(a ,O) I a E F*} and Q2 := {(O , b) I bE F*}. 
Then 
B1 := B n Ql = {(1 , 0)} and B2 := B n Q2 = {(0 , 1)} . 
Let Vj :=< B1 >, then 
V1 ={(a,O)IaEF} and V2={(0 ,b) lbEF}. 
It can be shown as follows that V1 is a maximal regular near vector space. Let ( a 1 , 0) and 
(a 2 ,0) be elements of Q(VI) \ {0} (= QI) Then 
(a1,0) + (a2,0) = (a1 + a2,0) E Q(Vi). 
Hence V1 is regular. Moreover, suppose that there exists a regular near vector space 
vV ::::> vl generated by Q(vV). Then there exists an X E Q(H! )\Q(VI). Hence X = (a, b) with 
b =J 0. But (a, b) cp ( c, 0) with c E F*. Therefore (a, b)+,\( c, 0) = (a+ >.c, b) E Q(V), which 
is a contradiction. Consequently V1 is maximal regular. Similarly, V2 is maximal regular. 
Furthermore, since V1 n V2 = {(0,0)} and, for each (a, b) E V, (a,b) = (a ,O) + (O , b) , V = 
V1 +v2 . 
Let Ij := Bj with j = 1, 2. Then 
pUi) : = {(~i)iEij 1 ei E F} 
={eleEF} 
=F. 
Finally, it can be shown as follows that Vj;::;; pUil (cf. Theorem 2.5-2). 
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Define g: V2 ---t F2 , with F2 = (F, +,·)where a+ (3 = (a3 + (3 3 )~, by g(O , b)= b~. Then 
u u 
g is well defined. Let (O,b) = (O,c). Then b =c. Hence 
I I 
g(O, b)= b3 = c3 = g(O, c). 
Secondly, g is a bijection. Let g(O,b) = g(O,c). Then b~ =d. Hence 
I 3 I 3 b = ( b 3) = ( c 3) = c. 
Therefore (O,b) = (O,c) and so g is injective. Moreover, let bE F 2 . Then (O , b3 ) E V2 and 
g(O,b3 ) = (b3 )~ =b. Hence g is surjective. 
Finally, we shall show that g respects the operations. Let ( 0, b) and ( 0, c) be elements of 
V2 . Then 





= ba + c3 
u 
= g(O,b) + g(O,c) 
u 




Similarly, J: V1 - pUt), defined by J(a,O) =a, is an isomorphism. 
Example 3.2-2. In this example we take V := (Z 5 ) 4 , and we let a E Z5 act as an 
endomorphism of V by defining a(x 1, x2, X3, x4) := (ax 1, a 3x 2, a 3x 3, ax4). In this way F 
is isomorphic to Zs. 
I It can be shown as follows that (V, F) is an F-group. 
(FI): (V,+) is a group. Moreover, let a E F and let (x1,x2 , x3,x4), (YI , Y2,Y3,Y4) E V. 
Then 
a[( X1, x2, X3, X4) + (Yl , Y2 , Y3 , Y4 )] = a( x1 + Y1, :r2 + Y2, X3 + Y3 , X.t + Y.t) 
Hence a is an endomorphism of V. 
= (a(x1 + yi) , a 3(x2 + Y2) , a 3(:1:3 + y3),a( x 4 + Y4)) 
= (ax1 + ay1, a 3x2 + a 3y2 , a 3x 3 + a 3y3, ax4 + ay4) 
= ( ax1, a 3 x 2 , a 3x 3, ax4) + ( ay1, a 3 y2 , a 3y3, ay4) 
= a(x1 , x2,x3,x4) + a(yl , Y2,Y3,Y4)· 
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and 
-l(x i ,x2,x3,x4) = 4(x i ,x2,x3,x4) 
= (4xi,43x2,43x3,4x4) 
= (4xi,4x2,4x3,4x4) 
= (-xi, -x2 , -x3 , -x4). 
(F3 ): F* = {1 , 2, 3, 4} . Let a E F* and let (xi,x2,x3,x4), (yi,Y2,YJ,Y4) E V. 
First we shall show that a is a bijection. 
(i) Suppose that a(xi,x2,x3,x4) = a(yi,Y2,YJ,y4). Then 
which implies that 
Hence a(xi- yi) = O,a3(x2 - Y2) = O,a3(x3- YJ) = 0 and a(x4- Y4) = 0. Therefore, 
since a =J 0, XI = YI, x2 = Y2 , XJ = YJ and x4 = Y4· Hence (xi, x2, XJ, x4) = (YI, Y2, YJ, Y4)· 
Consequently a is injec tive. 
(ii) Let (xi,x2,XJ,x4) E V and let a E F*. Then (a-Ixi,a- 3x2,a-3x3,a-Ix4) E V and 
a(a-Ixi,a-3x2,a-3x3,a-Ix4) = (xi,x2,XJ,x4)· Hence a is surjective. 
Furthermore, since a is an endomorphism and F is a field , F* is a subgroup of the auto-
morphism group of (V, + ). 
(F4 ): Let (xi,x 2,x3,x4) E V and let a,/3 E F. Suppose that 
Then 
which implies that ax1 = f3x 1, a 3x2 = f33x2, a 3x3 = /33x3 and ax4 = f3 x4. If a =J /3, then 
a 3 =j (33 and SO X1 = X2 = X3 = X4 = 0, i.e. (x1,X2,X3,X4) = (0 , 0, 0, 0). 
II The quasi-kernel Q(V) of V consists of all those elements tt of V such that for every 
a, f3 E F there exists a 1 E F for which au+ f3u = {ll. 
(i) Consider (a,O,O,O) E V. For a,/3 E F, 
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a( a, 0, 0, 0) + {3( a, 0, 0, 0) = ( aa, 0, 0, 0) + ({3a , 0, 0, 0) 
= (aa + {3a, 0, 0, 0) 
Hence (a, 0, 0, 0) E Q(V) for each a E F. 
(ii) Consider (0, b, c, 0) E V. For a, f3 E F, 
=((a+ f3)a, 0, 0, 0) 
=(a+ f3)(a, 0, 0, 0). 
a(O,b,c,O) + f3(0,b,c,O) = (O,a3 b,a3 c,O) + (0,{3 3 b,f33 c,O) 
= (0, a 3 b + {3 3 b, a 3 c + f33 c, 0) 
= (0, (a3 + {3 3 )b, ( a 3 + /33 )c, 0) 
= (a3 + f3 3 )k(o, b, c, 0) . 
Hence (0, b, c, 0) E Q(V) for every b, c E F. 
(iii) Consider (0, 0, 0, d) E V. For a, f3 E F , 
a(O, 0, 0, d)+ {3(0, 0, 0, d) = (0, 0, 0, ad)+ (0, 0, 0, {3d) 
= (0, 0, 0, ad+ {3d) 
= (0, 0, 0, (a+ f3)d) 
= (a + {3)(0, 0, 0, d). 
Hence (0, 0, 0, d) E Q(V) for each dE F . 
It can be verified that elements of the form (a,b , c,d) , (a,b,c,O), (a,b,O,O) , (a,O,O , d) , 
(a , O, c,O), (O,b,O,d), (O,O,c,d), (a,b,O,d), (O,b,c,d), (a,O,c,d) , with a,b,c,d E F* , are 
not elements of Q(V). For example, (a, b, 0, 0) fl. Q(V): 
a( a, b, 0, 0) + {3( a, b, 0, 0) = ( aa, a 3 b, 0, 0) + ({3a, {33 b, 0, 0) 
= (aa + {3a, a 3 b + f3 3 b, 0, 0) 
=((a+ f3)a, (a3 + f3 3 )b, 0, 0) 
#I( a, b, 0, 0) , 
if a 3 + /33 =I (a + /3)3 . Hence 
Q(V) = {(a , O, O, O) I a E F} U {(O , b,c,O) I b,c E F} U {(O,O,O,d) IdE F} . 
Therefore, since Q(V) =I {(0,0, 0, 0)}, (V,F) is a linear F-group. 
III For each u E Q(V) \ {0}, define + on F by 
u 
(a+ f3)u :=au+ f3u . 
u 
(i) Let u = (a,O,O , O) with a E F*. Then 
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a + f3 =a+ f3 . 
u 
(ii) Let u = (0, b, c, 0) with b, c E F and b and c not simultaneously zero. Then 
(iii) Let u = (0, 0, 0, d) with dE F*. Then 
a + f3 = a+ f3. 
u 
IV The kernel Ru(V) of V, with u E Q(V) \ {0}, is defined by 
Ru(V):={vEVI(a+f3)v=av.+f3v for every a,/3EF}. 
u 
Consider (1, 0, 0, 0) E Q(V) \ {0}. Then a + f3 :=a+ /3, and for every a, f3 E F and (1 ,0 ,0,0) 
a E F , 
a(a,O,O,O) + f3(a ,O ,O,O) =(a+ f3)(a, O,O,O). 
Hence R(l ,o,o ,o) = {(a , 0, 0, 0) I a E F}. Similarly, 
R (o,I,l ,O) = {(O,b,c,O) I b,c E F} 
and 
R (o,o ,o,I) = {(0, 0, 0, d) IdE F}. 
V Since (QI) holds , (V, F) is a near vector space: Let (a, b, c, d) E V, then (a, b, c, d) = 
a(1, 0, 0, 0) + bi(O, 1, 0, 0) + d(O, 0, 1, 0) + d(O, 0, 0, 1), with (1, 0, 0, 0) , (0, 1, 0, 0), (0, 0, 1, 0) 
and (0, 0, 0, 1) elements of Q(V) and a, b~, d and d elements of F* . Furthermore B = 
{(1 , 0, 0, 0) , (0, 1, 0, 0), (0, 0, 1, 0) , (0, 0, 0, 1)} is a base of V. Hence Vis a near vector space of 
dimension four. However , since ( Q2) does not hold ( (a, 0, 0, 0) + >.(0, 0, 0, b) = (a, 0, 0, >.b) rf: 
Q(V) ), V is not regular and is therefore not a vector space. 
We shall now show how V can be decomposed in m aximal regular near vector spaces ( cf. 
Theorem 2.4-17). 
Let Q* := Q(V) \ {0}. Then 
Q* = {(a, O, O, O) I a E F*} U ({(O, b,c, O) I b,c E F} \ {(0 , 0, 0, 0)}) U {(O, O, O,d) IdE F*} . 
Put 
Ql = {(a, O, O, O) I a E F*} , 
Q2 = {(O,b,c, O) I b,cE F} \ {(0 , 0, 0, 0)} 
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Let V1 =< B1 >. Theh 
and 
Q3 = {(O,O,O,d) IdE F*}. 
B1 := B n Q1 = {(1,0,0 , 0)}, 
B2 := B n Q2 = {(0, 1, 0, 0), (0, 0, 1, 0)} 
B3 :=BnQ2 = {(0,0 , 0,1)}. 
vl = {(a,O,O,O) I a E F}, 
v2 = {(o, b, c, o) 1 b, c E F} 
v3 = {(o,o,o,d) 1 dE F}. 
It can be shown as follows that V2 is a. maximal regular near vector space. Every two 
elements of Q2 are compatible. But Q2 = (Q \ {0}) n V2. Hence V2 is regular. Moreover, 
suppose that there exists a. regular near vector space W :J V2 generated by Q(T¥) . Then 
there exists (a, b, c, d) E Q(T¥) \ Q2 such that a or d is not zero. But W is regular and 
so (a,b,c,d) cp (O,x1,x2,0) with x1,x2 E F*. Therefore (a,b,c,d) + A(O,x1,x2,0) = 
(a,b+ A3xl , c+ A3 x2,d) E Q(V) , which is a. contradiction. Consequently v2 is maximal 
regular. Similarly, V1 and V3 are maximal regular. Furthermore, since V1 n V2 n V3 = 
{(0 , 0,0,0)} and, for each (a,b,c,d) E V, (a,b,c,d) = (a,O,O,O) + (O,b,c,O) + (O,O,O,d), 
v = v1+v2+v3. 
Let Ij := Bj with j = 1, 2, 3. Then 
and 
F(Jl) := {(~i)iElt I ~i E F} 
={~I~ E F} 
=F, 
F(/2) := {(~i)iE/2 I ~i E F} 
= {(~1,6) I ~1 ,6 E F} 
= F2 
F(/3) := { ( ~i)iEI3 I ~i E F} 
={~I~ E F} 
=F. 
Finally, it can be shown as follows that V1 ;:::::: FUi) (cf. Theorem 2.5-2). 
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Define fi: V1 -+ pUtl by .fi(a,O, O,O) = a,h : V2-+ p(h) by h(O,b,c,O) = (b,c), and 
h : V3 -+ FU3 ) by h(O, 0, 0, d) = d. Then fi, h and h are isomorphisms. 
Example 3 .2-3. Consider the field ( GF(32 ), +, ·) with 
where 1 is a zero of x 9 - x and is not equal to 0, 1 or 2. (The existence of G F (pn) is proved 
in (2]). The operations on GF(32 ) can be defined as follows: 
+:(a + 1b) + (c + 1d) =(a+ c) mod3 + 1(b +d) mod3 
0 1 2 I 1+1 2+! 2! 
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
1 0 1 2 I 1+ 1 2+ ! 2, 
2 0 2 1 2! 2+21 1 +21 I 
I 0 I 2! 2 2+! 2 +21 1 
1+ 1 0 1+ 1 2 + 2! 2+! 2! 1 2!+ 1 
2+1 0 2+1 1 + 2, 2 +21 1 I 1 +1 
2, 0 2, I 1 2, + 1 ! +1 2 
1 + 21 0 1 + 21 2+1 1+ 1 2 2, 21 + 2 
2 + 2! 0 2 + 2, 1+ 1 1 +21 I 2 ! +2 
In [5], p.257, it is observed that (GF(32 ) , +, o), with 
X 0 y := {
X . y 
X. y3 
is a near field but not a field. 
0 0 1 2 
0 0 0 0 
1 0 1 2 
2 0 2 1 
I 0 I 2, 
1+ 1 0 1+ 1 2 + 2, 
2+! 0 2+1 1 + 2, 
2, 0 2, I 
1 + 2, 0 1 + 2, 2+! 
2 + 2~t 0 2 + 2, 1+ 1 
if xis a square in (GF (32 ), +, ·) 
otherwise, 
I 1+ 1 2+! 2, 
0 0 0 0 
I 1+1 2+1 2, 
2! 2+21 1 + 2, I 
2 2+1 2 + 2~t 1 
1 + 2, 2 I 2+ 1 
! +1 2, 2 2 + 2, 
1 2, + 1 1 +1 2 
2, + 2 I 1 1+ 1 
7 +2 1 21 1 + 2, 
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8: 0---+0 





2 + 2, ---+ 2 + 2, 
2 + 1---+ 1 + 21 
1 + 2/ ---+ 2 + I· 
Then 8 is an automorphism with respect to o, but 8( a + (3) =J 8( a) + 8((3), in general. 
If there is no danger of confusion x o y , with x, y E GF(32 ), is written as xy. 
Let V := GF(32 ) 2 and let a E GF(32 ) act as an endormorphism of V by defining a( a, b) := 
(aa, 8(a)b). In this way F is isomorphic to GF(32 ). Furthermore, let 
A:= {1, 2,1 + /, 2 + 21} 
and 
B : = { 1, 21, 2 + 1, 1 + 2/} 
I It can be shown as follows that (V, F) is an F-group. 
(F1 ): (V, +) is a group: 
(i) (0, 0) is its zero element. 
(ii) For each (a+ 1b, c + 1d) E V there exists an inverse, namely, 
-(a+1b,c+1d) = (-(a+1b) , 8(-1)(c+1d)) = (-(a+1b),-(c+1d)). 
(iii) Assosiativity holds for (~ + ), since F is assosiative. 
Moreover, let a E F and let (a, b), ( c, d) E V . Then 
a[( a, b)+ (c, d)]= a( a+ c, b +d) 
=(a( a+ c), 8(a)(b +d)) 
= { (a( a + c), a( b + d)) 
(a( a+ c), -a(b +d)) 
_ { (a a + ac, ab + ad) 
- (aa + ac, -ab- ad) 
_ { (aa , ab) + ( ac, ad) 
- (aa, -ab) + (ac, -ad) 
= (aa , 8(a)b) + (ac,8(a)d) 
= a(a,b) + a(c , d). 
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Hence a is an endomorphism of V . 
(F2): Let (a, b) E V. Then 
and 
O(a , b) = (Oa,'f1(0)b) = (Oa,Ob) = (0,0), 
l(a,b) = (l a,8(1)b) = (la,lb) = (a,b) 
2(a,b) = (2a,8(2)b) = (2a,2b) = (-a,-b). 
(F3 ): Let a E F*. Since a is an endomorphism and Fa near field , it suffices to show that 
a is a bijection. 
(i) Let a( a, b)= a(c, d) with (a, b) and (c, d) E V. 
Then 
(a a, 8( a )b) = ( ac, 8( a )d), 
which implies that 
(a a, ab) = ( ac, ad) if a E A 
and 
( aa, -ab) = ( ac, -ad) if a E B. 
Hence, if a E A, 
aa = ac and ab = ad 
and, if a E B , 
aa = ac and -:: ab = -ad. 
Therefore, since a =/: 0 and F does not contain any zero divisors, 
a= c and b =d. 
Hence 
(a, b) = ( c, d). 
Consequently a is injective. 
(ii) Let (c, d) E V. Then, if a E A, (a- 1 c, a- 1d) E V and a(a- 1c, a- 1d) = (c, d). If 
a E B , then (a- 1c, -a-1d) E V and a(a- 1c,-a- 1 d) = (c,d). Hence a is surjective. 
(F4 ): Let a, /3 E F and (a, b) E V. Suppose that 
a( a , b)= f3(a, b). 
Then 
(aa,8(a)b) = ((3a,8(f3)b), 
which implies that 
a a = f3a and 8( a )b = 8((3) b. 
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Let a =J. f3 and suppose that a =J. 0. Then there exists an a- 1 E F such that aaa- 1 = f3aa - 1 , 
which implies that a = (3. This is a contradiction. Hence a = 0. Since f) is a bijection, 
a =J. f3 implies that fJ (a) =J. fJ( /3) . Now, suppose that b =J. 0. Then there exists a b- 1 E F 
such that fJ (a) bb- 1 = fJ( f3)bb - 1 , which implies that fJ( a) = fJ (/3). This is a contradiction . 
Hence b = 0. Therefore 
(a, b)= (0,0). 
II The quasi-kernel Q(V) of V consists of all those elements u of V such that for every 
a, f3 E F there exists a 1 E F for which au + f3u = /U. 
(i) Consider (1, 0) E V. For a, f3 E F, 
Hence (1, 0) E Q(V ). 
a(1,0) + /3(1,0) = (a,O) + ((3,0) 
=(a+ /3,0) 
=(a+ /3)(1, 0). 
Now, consider (c, 0) E V with c E F*. Then, since (1, 0) E Q(V) , 
a( c, 0) + /3( c, 0) = ac(1, 0) + f3c(1, 0) 
= (ac + f3c)(1, 0) 
Hence ( c, 0) E Q(V) for each c E F* . 
(ii) Consider (0, 1) E V. For a, f3 E F, 
= (ac+f3c)c-1 (c,O). 
a(O, 1) + (J(O, 1) = (0, fJ(a)) + (0, fJ(/3)) 
= (O,fJ(a) + fJ( j3)) 
= e-1 (fJ(a) + fJ(/3))(0 , 1). 
Since fJ : F ~ F is a bijection, e- 1 : F ~ F exists. Hence e- 1(fJ(a) + fJ( /3)) E F and 
therefore (0, 1) E Q(V). 
Now, consider (0, c) E V with c E F*. Then, for a, f3 E F , 
a(O, c)+ /3(0, c)= afJ- 1(c)(O, 1) + j3 fJ- 1 (c)(O , 1) 
= e- 1(fJ(afJ- 1 (c)) + fJ (j3fJ- 1(c)))(0, 1) 
= e- 1(fJ(a)c + fJ(j3)c)(O , 1) 
= e- 1(fJ(a)c + fJ(j3)c)fJ- 1 (c- 1 )(0 , c) 
= e- 1 ((fJ(a)c + fJ( j3)c)c- 1 )(0,c). 
Hence (0, c) E Q(V) for each c E F*. 
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Furthermore, consider (a, b) E V with a,b E F*. Then, for o ,/3 E F , 
o(a , b) +f3(a,b) = (oa , B(o)b) +( /3 a, B( j3 )b) 
= ( oa + j3a, B( o )b + B( j3 )b) 
"#1(a,b), 
if e- 1((B(o)b + B(j3)b)b- 1 )-# (oa + j3a)a- 1 . Hence (a, b)~ Q(V) if a, bE F* . Therefore 
Q(V) = {(c,O) IcE F} U {(O,c) IcE F}. 
Hence, since Q(V) -1 {(0, 0)}, (V, F) is a linear F-group. 
III For each u E Q(V) \ {0}, define + on F by (o + /3) := mt + j3u. 
u u 
(i) Let tt = (c,O) with c E F*. Then 
o + j3 = (ac + j3c)c- 1 . 
u 
(ii) Let u = (0, c) with c E F*. Then 
a+ j3 = e-1 ((B(a)c + B(j3)c)c-1 ). 
u 
By Theorem 2.2-6 (F, + , o) is a near field for each u E Q(V) \ {0} . However, (F, +, o), 
u u 
in general, is not a field: For example, consider ( F, + , o). Let a = 2 + 1, j3 = 21 and ( ')' ,0) 
~ = 1. Then 
and 
(/3 + Ooo = (21 + 1)o(2+1) 
u u 
= ((21 o 1 + 1 o 1) o 21) o (2 + 1) 
= ( ( 1 + 1) o 21) o ( 2 + 1) 
=2 




= ( (I + 1) o 1 + ( 2 + 1) o 1) o 21 
= 2o 21 
=I· 
But 2 "II· Hence (/3 + 0 o o -1 j3 o o + ~ o o. 
u u 
IV The kernel Ru(V) of V , with u E Q(V) \ {0}, is defined by 
Ru(V) := {v E VI (o + j3)v = av + j3v for every o ,/3 E F}. 
u 
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(i) 
(ii) 
R(l,o) = {v E VI (a+ {3)v = av + {3v for every a,{3 E F} 
= {(0,0) ,( 1, 0) ,(2,0)}. 
R(o,I) = {v E VI e-I(B(a) + 8({3))v = av + {3v for every a,{3 E F} 
= {(0,0),(0,1),(0,2)}. 
V (V,F) is a near vector space, since (QI) holds: Let (a, b) E V, then (a, b)= a(1,0) + 
e-I(b)(0, 1), with (1,0) and (0,1) elements of Q(V). However, since (Q2 ) does not hold 
((0, 1) + .-\(1, 0) =(A, 1) tf. Q(V)), (V, F) is not a regular near vector space. Therefore Vis 
a near vector space, but not a vector space, over F. 
vVe shall now show how V can be decomposed in maximal regular near vector spaces ( cf. 
Theorem 2.4-17). 
Let Q* := Q(V) \ {0}. Then 
Q* = {(a,O) I a E F*} U {(O,a) I a E F*}. 
Put 
QI := {(a, O) I a E F*} 
and 
Q2 := {(0, a) I a E F*}. 
But B = {(1, 0), (0, 1)} is a base of Q(V). Hence BI := B n QI 
B n Q2 = {(0, 1)} . Let Vi=< Bi >. Then 
VI= {(a,O) I a E F}. 
and 
v2 = {(O, a) I a E F}. 
{(1, 0)} and B2 .-
Since VI n v2 = {(0,0)} and, for each (a, b) E v , (a, b) = (a,O) + (O,b), v vi+v2. 
Moreover, it can be shown as follows that Vj(j = 1, 2) are maximal regular. Consider 
V1 • Then since Q1 = ( Q(V) \ {0}) n V1 and every two elements in QI are compatible, V1 
is regular. Furthermore, suppose that there exists a regular near vector space vV ::::> V1 
generated by Q(vV). Then there exists (a, b) E Q(lV) \ Q1 such that b =/:. 0. But , since vV 
is regular, (a, b) cp(c,O) with c E F*. Hence (a, b)+ .A(c, O) =(a+ .Ac, b) E Q(V), which is 
a contradiction. Consequently V1 is maximal regular. Similarly V2 is maximal regular. 
( V2, F2) , with F2 : = ( F , + , o) is a regular near vector space. Hence, by Theorem (0 ,I) 
2.5-2, v2 ::::::: FY2 ) for some index set h . Let h = B2· Then g : v2 ~ FJ12 >' defined 
by g(O, b) .= e- 1 (b) , is an isomorphism. This can be shown as follows . Suppose that 
(O , b) = (O,c). Then b =c. Hence , since e is a bijection, e- 1(b) = e- 1(c). This implies 
that g(O,b) = g(O ,c) . Therefore g is well defined. 
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Furthermore, g is an injection. Suppose that g(O , b)= g(O , c). Then 8-I(b) = 8-I(c). But 
8-I is injective. Hence b =c. This implies that (O,b) = (O, c). Moreover, let bE F2 . Then 
(0, 8(b)) E V2 and g(O, 8(b)) = 8-I8(b) =b. 
Finally, we shall show that g respects the operations. Let (0 , b) and (0, c) be elements of 
Vz. Then 
and 
g((O, b)+ (0, c))= g(O, b +c)) 
= 8-I(b +c) 
= 8-I(8(8-I(b)) + 8(8-I(c))) 
= 8-I(b) + 8-I(c) 
(O,I) 0 
=g(O,b) (+) g(O,c) 
O,I 
g(A(O,b)) = g(0,8(A)b) 
= 8-I( 8(A)b) 
= A8-I(b) 
= Ag(O,b). 
Similarly, VI~ Ff1d where FI := (F, + , o) and II= BI . The function g' : VI--+ Ffld , (I,O) 
defined by g'(a,O) =a, is an isomorphism. 
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Chapter 4 
Near linear transformations 
4.1 Introduction 
In Section 4.2 we recall some well-known facts about vector spaces. These ideas will then, 
in Section 4.3, be investigated for near vector spaces. 
4.2 Linear transformations of certain vector spaces 
Let V be a vector space of dimension two over a field F, i.e. V ~ F 2 , with a(;) := ( ~;). 
Furthermore, let 
N := MF(V) = {f: V--+ VI f(au) = af(u)foreacha E Fandeachu E V}. 
Then it can be shown as follows that N is a 2-primitive near ring on V. Firstly, we know 
that MF(V) is a near ring. Moreover, for u =f:. 0 and for each x E V, there exists a 
fu ,x E MF(V) defined by 
fu,x(Y) = {~X 
(a) fu ,x is well defined: 
if y =f. 0 and y = au for some a E F, 
otherwise. 
· (i) Let y =f:. 0 and y = au. Suppose that au = a'u. Then (a- a')u = 0. Therefore, since 
u=f:.O,a=a'. 
(ii) Let y =f:. 0 andy =f:. au for each a E F. Then fu,x(Y) = 0. 
(iii) Let y = 0. Then fu ,x(Y) = 0. 
(b) fu,x EN: 
It suffices to show that, for each (3 E F, 
fu,x(f3y) = f3Ju ,x(y). 
(i) Let y = 0. Then, for each /3 E F, {3y = 0. Hence fu ,x(f3y) = 0. But fu ,x(Y) = 0. 
Therefore f3fu,x(Y) = 0. 
(ii) Let y =J 0 and /3 = 0. Then fu ,x(f3y) = fu,x(O) = 0 and f3fu,x(Y) = Ofu,x(Y) = 0. 
(iii) Let y =J 0, (3 =f:. 0 and (3y =au for some a E F. Then y = (3- 1 au. Hence fu,x( f3 y) =ax 
and fu ,x(Y) = /3- 1ax. Therefore fu,x(f3y) = f3fu,x(y). 
(iv) Let y =f. 0,/3 =f:. 0 and (3y =f:. au for each a E F. Then y =f:. au for each a E F. Hence 
fu,x(Y) = 0 = fu ,x(f3y). 
It can now be shown that Vis monogenic, i.e. there exists au =f:. 0 such that J\;JF(V)u = V. 
Take any u =f:. 0 and any x E V, then, since u = lu, fu ,x( u) = x. Also, V is of type 2. 
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Suppose that H is an MF(V)-subgroup of V with H =/= {0} and H =/= V . Take any h =/= 0 
in li and any x E V \ H. Then 
fh,x(h) =X rf. H , 
which is a contradiction·. Hence H = {0} or H = V. 
Finally, since fu ,x(u) = 0 for each u E V implies that fu ,x = 0, Vis faithful. 
Furthermore, since V ~ F 2 , { ( ~ ) , ( ~) } is a base of V. If T is a linear transformation of 
V, i.e. 
T( v + u) = Tv + Tu 
and 
T(au) = aT(u), 
then T can be represented by a matrix (~~)where T(~) = (~) and T(~) = (~) . 
Now, consider the matrix ring M 2(F) over F as a near ring. Then it can be shown as 
follows that M 2 (F) is 2-primitive on V. First, we show that each non-zero element of V 
is a generator. Suppose that ( ~) =/= ( ~) and let ( ~) be any element of V. We have to find 
an element f m of M2 (F) such that 
that is 
(a b)(x) = (u). 
c d y v 
Therefore a, b, c and d have to satisfy ax+ by = u and ex+ dy = v. Now, if y =/= 0, put 
a= 1 and c = 0. Then b = (u- x)y-1 and d = vy- 1 . Hence(~ (u~;~-;- 1 ) is an element of 
M2(F) such that. 
If y = 0, then x =/= 0. Therefore put a= ux-1 and c = vx-1 • Then ( ~:=: ~) is an element 
of M 2 (F) such that 
Therefore Vis monogenic. Moreover, since M 2 (F)(x) = V for each (x) E V\ {0}, V does 
not contain any proper submodules. Hence V is of fype 2. Y 
Finally, since M2(F) is a set of functions on V, V is faithful. 
Now, M 2 (F) ~ N. However, it can be shown as follows that M 2 (F) is a proper subset of 
N . Let (~) E V. Define fq: V-+ V by 
if x =/= 0 and y x -l = q 
otherwise. 
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First , we shall show that Jq is an element of N. Let a E F and ( ~) E V with x =I 0. Then 
and 
X ax { (ax) Jq(a( )) = Jq( ) = oy 
y ay 0 
if ay( ax )-1 = q 
otherwise 
if yx- 1 = q 
otherwise. 
Hence /q(a(;)) = a(fq(;)). 
Finally, we shall show, by means of a contradiction, that /q rf_ M2(F). Take q = 0 and 
suppose that fo can be represented by ( ~ ~) (a, b, c, d E F). Then 
Hence a= 1 and c = 0. Moreover, 
(a b)(o) =(b)= (o). 
cd 1 d 0 
Hence b = 0 and d = 0. Therefore(~~)=(~~). But 
However, 
Hence fo =I ( ~ ~) , which is a contradiction. 
4.3 Near linear transformations of certain near vector spaces 
Definition 4.3-1. Let (V, F) be a near vector space. A function g : V ~ V is called a 
near linear transformation of V if for each x E V and for each a E F, 
g( ax) = ag( x): 
Consider the near vector space (V, F) as defined in Example 3.2-1, i.e. V := R 2 , F ~ R 
and a(;) := (:axy) with a E Rand(;) E V. Furthermore, let 
N := {f: V ~ V If is a near linear transformation ofV}. 
Then N is a 2-primitive near ring on V. The proof of this is similar to the proof of the 
2-primitivity of N in Section 4.2. 
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Let M 2(F) be the 2 x 2 matrix ring over F. For each A=(:~~:~~) E M2(F) , we define 
the mapping A4> : V ----+ V by 
The mapping A4> : V ----+ V is an element of N. This can be shown as follows. Let ( ~~) E V 




= ( au ax~+ ai2axi ) 
a2Ia3xi + a22a3x2 
1 
= (a( aux\ + ai2xi)) 
a 3(a2Ixi + a22x2) 
1 
_ (auxi + a12xi) 
-a 3 
a2IXI + a22X2 
= a(A<t>(XI )). 
X2 
A<t>( (XI ) + ( YI)) = A<t>( (XI + YI)) 
X2 Y2 X2 + Y2 
1 
= (au(xi + yi) + ai2(x2 + Y2) 3 ) 
a2I(xi + YI)3 + a22(x2 + Y2) 
.!. .!. 
A<t>(xi) + A<J>(YI) = (aux~ + ai2x2) +(any~+ ai2Yz) 
x2 Y2 a21xi + a22X2 a2I YI + a22Y2 
1 1 
= (au(xi + yi) + a12(xi + yJ)) 
a2I(x~ + yn + a22(x2 + Y2) · 
Hence, in general, A4>( ( :~ ) + ( ~~)) =I A4> ( :~ ) + A4> ( ~~). Therefore A4> : V ----+ V is not a 
linear transformation. 
Let S := {A<t>: A E M 2 (F)}. Then S ~ N. Furthermore, letT be the near ring generated 
by S, i.e. the intersection of all the sub near rings of N which contain S. It can be shown 
as follows that T is 2-primitive on V. First, we know that T is a sub near ring of N. 
Hence, since Vis anN-module, Vis aT-module. But Tis a set of functions on V , hence 
V is a faithful T-module. 
Secondly, Vis monogenic. Let ( x,) E V. Then ( x, xa) E T and ( x, xa) ( 1) = ( x, +O) = 
X2 X2 X4 </> X2 X4 </> 0 X2 +0 
( :~ ) . Hence T ( ~) = V. 
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Finally, V is of type 2. Let H be a T-submodule of V and let ( ~~) E H with ( ~~) =1- ( ~). 
If XI =1- 0, then, since T H ~ H, 
Hence T H = V. Therefore H = V. If XI = 0, then 
1 
(~ x~a )q)(::) = (~) E H, 
and so, as before, H = V. Consequently V does not contain any proper non-trivial T-
submodules. 
By the definition of T, T is a sub near ring of N. We shall now show that T is a proper 
sub near ring of N. Consider the orbit B := F( ~) = {(:a) I a E F}. Define e : V -t V 
by 
Then 
if ( ~) E B, and 
if (; ) rt B. Hence e E N. 
if(;)EB 
if(;) rt B. 
x ax 




=a( ) y 
X 
= a(e( )), 
y 
x ax 
e( a ( ) ) = e ( 3 ) y a y 
=0 
X 
= ae( ), 
y 
Now, elements of the form ( ~ ~) q) and products and sums of such elements are the only 
elements ofT. We shall now show that all the elements ofT are continuous. To do this , 
we need the next lemma. 
Lemma 4.3-2. Let f(x , y) = h(x) + h(y), with h: R -t Rand h: R -t R continuous 
on R. Then f: R 2 -t R is continuous on R 2 . 
Proof. Let ( x 0 , y0 ) E R 2 • Then fi is continuous at x 0 and h is continuous at y0 . 
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I h (X) - h (X 0) I< ~ if I X - X 0 I< 51 
I h(y)- h(Yo) I< ~ if I Y- Yo I< 52. 
yf(x- xo) 2 + (y- Yo) 2 < 5, 
I f (x,y)- f(xo,Yo) I =I h(x) + h(y)- (h(xo) + h(Yo)) I 
=I h(x)- h(xo) + h(y)- h(Yo) I 





Now, let ( ~ ! ) 4> : V -+ V be a mapping defined by ( ~ ! ) 4> (;) = ( ::t!~! ) and let g ( x, y) = 
ax +by! and h(x, y) = cx3 + dy . But the functions k1 , k2 , k3 and k4 , defined by k1 (x) = 
ax, k2 (y) = by!, k3 (x) = cx3 and k4 (y) = dy, are continuous on R. Hence, by Lemma 
4.3-2, g and h are continuous on R 2 ( = V). 
Next, define () : V -+ V by 
fJ(x,y) = (g(x , y) , h(x,y)). 
Let c: > 0. Then there exist 51 > 0 and 52 > 0 such that 
I g(x, y)- g(xo , Yo) I< ~ if II (x , y)- (xo , Yo) II< 5, 
and 
I h(x , y)- h(xo ,Yo) I<~ if II (x , y)- (xo ,Yo) II< 52. 
Let 5 = min{51,52}· If 
II (x , y)- (xo,Yo) II= yf(x- xo)2 + (y- Yo)2 < 5, 
then 
II (x ,y)- (xo ,Yo) II< 51 and II (x ,y)- (xo,Yo) II< 52. 
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Therefore 
II B(x , y)- B(xo,Yo) II =II (g(x,y),h(x,y))- (g(xo,Yo),h(xo,Yo)) II 
=II (g(x, y)- g(xo, Yo), h(x, y)- h(xo, Yo)) II 
= J(g(x,y)- g(xo,Yo))2 + (h(x,y)- h(xo,Yo) )2 
=c:. 
Consequently B( = ( ~ ~) 4) is continuous on V. 
Furthermore, since the sum and the product of continuous functions are continuous , each 
element of T is continuous on V. However, 
lim e(l, y) = (0, 0) =/:- (1, 1) = e(l, 1). 
y-+1 
Therefore e is discontinuous at (1 , 1). Consequently e r}:. T. 
The next note is a summary of the properties of T proved in this section. 
Note 4.3-3. (a) Tis a near ring with identity(~ ~)q,• 
(b) Tis 2-primitive on the T-module V. 
(c) T is not a ring. 
(d) TeN. 
The following theorem is a well-known result by Betsch ([3], Theorem 3.35). 
Theorem 4.3-4. Let R be a near ring with identity which is 2-primitive on the R-module 
G. Let C := EndRG, D := AutRG. Then R ~ Mv( G), C = D 0 , D is fix point free and 
either R is a primitive ring on the faithful simpleR-module G orR is not a ring and is a 
dense sub near ring of Mv( G). 
Therefore, by Note 4.3-3, Tis a proper dense sub near ring of N . 
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